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Abstract 

The urban square is one type of urban public space which has a long history in western countries. 
The square in China is a more recent concept, and designing squares seems dominated by the 
concept "the bigger city, the bigger square". This has triggered the author to start a research on scale 
issue of squares. 

The theoretical work is on the basis of previous studies of spatial scale and square scale, combining 
the theory of human dimension from physical and psychological factors. The absolute scale of a 
square is constituted by its size, while the relative scale reflects the square’s power of attraction. In 
the investigation of the six sites the size of the square, the size of subspaces, the height and width of 
buildings in the surroundings is measured and the manner of enclosure and space division is 
observed, thus the architectural field is calculated and evaluated. The situation of how many people 
come to the squares and how the spaces are used is observed. A comparison and analogy 
between each of the two squares of the same type is conducted in the discussion chapter. 

The scale of three types of squares in the Scandinavian capital city Copenhagen is looked at: civic 
squares, traffic evacuation squares, leisure and entertainment squares.  The perspectives of absolute 
scale and relative scale are applied. Six existing squares in Copenhagen city are chosen as sites for 
the field study. 

From the research, the major findings are that all the studied squares are in quite small absolute 
scale. However, their relative scale appears to be large, mainly due to the lack of consideration on 
solutions for events of severe weather. At last, some suggested solutions to improve this problem is 
given by the author, aiming at human needs on spatial scale and the concrete issues found in the 
investigation. 

 

Keywords: urban square, scale, Copenhagen, size, attraction, human dimension, subspace, 
architectural field 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Context of the research issue 
1.1.1 Definition of urban square 

The term plaza originates from Spanish and refers to ‘urban square’. The Dictionary of Architecture 
and Building Construction, other than the previous definition, defines plaza as ‘any large open urban 
space, often linked to a prestigious building’. (Davies and Jokiniemi, 2008, p.284) Concurrently this 
dictionary defines urban square, as ‘an urban public open space, often planted or paved, surrounded 
on all sides by, in front of or between buildings’ (Davies and Jokiniemi, 2008, p.357).  

Scholars further detailed the definition of urban square. According to Lynch, urban square is the 
‘activity focus’ in the center of dense urban areas. He states that ‘. . . it will be paved, enclosed by 
high density structures, and surrounded by streets, or in contact with them. It contains features meant 
to attract groups of people and to facilitate meetings’. (Lynch, 1981, p.443) 

Krier (1979) who deals with urban space with a physical perspective, on the other hand, puts ‘square’ 
to the center of city design together with streets. However he criticizes the contemporary squares as 
being incomparable to the ones created until the 20th century; and claims that ‘squares’ today should 
be rediscovered (Krier, 1979, p.19). He emphasizes the importance of the location of and functions 
engaged to the square in order to ‘generate activity twenty-four hours a day’. Moughtin, who 
similarly sees urban plaza as the fundamental component of the city design, defines urban plaza as 
‘an area framed by buildings and an area designed to exhibit its buildings to the greatest advantage’. 
(Moughtin, 2003, p.87) 

Marcus and Francis defined the square with its spatial, physical dimensions as follows; “plaza is . . . 
a mostly hard-surfaced, outdoor public space from which cars are excluded. Its main function is as a 
place for strolling, sitting, eating, and watching the world go by. Unlike a sidewalk, it is a place in its 
own right rather than a space to pass through”. (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.14) 

As a conclusion, urban square is one type of urban open public spaces that form focal points in the 
public space network, providing a forum for exchange, both social and economic, and a focus for 
civic pride and community expression.  

 

1.1.2 A brief history of square development 
 Urban square in Europe 
Europe is where square was born. (Xia, 2005, p.7) Square is the most historical public space in 
European cities. The very early square comes from the irregular enclosure of architecture’s columns 
in ancient Greece, 5 century B.C, which is called ‘Agora’, which means a place for people to gather 
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and talk. This word expresses the characteristic of square precisely. During Hellenistic Period, agoras 
became the center of towns, instead of acropolises and temples. (Encyclopedia Britannica Online, 
1994) When it comes to Ancient Rome Times, ‘Forum’ was used to refer to a place for gathering. It 
became the center of religion and politics in the city. There was a turning point since The Roman 
Empire, forums were much more enclosed and regular, the space was contrasted grand and gorgeous 
by the continuous facade of building and huge architectural structures, more use for memorial 
reasons rather than free public gathering. (Encyclopedia Britannica Online, 1994) 

From the Medieval Age, trade plays an important role in the society so that market squares emerges. 
In almost all medieval cities, market square, city hall and cathedral always accompany with each 
other, consist of the heart of city life. In Renaissance time, due to the pursuit of humanism, squares 
were back to public life as the revival of classical architecture. Visual order and the art effect of 
solemn majesty are stressed. At this time, the space structure that one market square controls the 
whole city place was broken. Group of squares started to be formed by several squares, composing 
new public space with a variety of spatial characters and activities. (Wu, 2011, p.3) 

While squares in Baroque Times was connected as much as possible to the city street network, 
forming a continuous space. It stressed the dynamic visual beauty of the square and architectural 
elements around. In late Baroque style, the civic character in squares was lost in European main 
cities, which was considered a strong change. During the eclecticism time (from late 17th to 18th 
century), a lot of memorial squares were built. They went from closed to open during that time, 
forming new city fabric together with geometric axes. (Wu, 2011, p.4) 

After the French Revolution and Industrial Revolution, modern squares came up. As major changes 
took place on function and scale of cities, it hasn’t developed very much until the 20th century when a 
large amount of urban leisure squares had been constructed then in European countries, considering a 
lot of people’s daily life and activities. Urban constructors at that period of time come to realize that 
urban square were no more simply a combination of spaces, nor visual sense of beauty. They 
re-realize that it is human who the objective on squares is. Thus, strict, regular geometry squares 
were built instead of free and open spaces; emperors’ status and monuments were instead of greenery, 
water landscape, benches, art pieces and amusement facilities. The scale was becoming smaller and 
smaller, the quantity was getting more and more. They lost the dominate position in city space 
structure, but more personalized, aesthetic, humanized and got a sense of place. (Shi & Tan, 2007, 
p.27-28) 

 Urban square in China 
In ancient China, royal families always owned their huge open space but absolutely were forbidden 
to public. Open space in a few cities and towns are mostly in front of temples, which were used for 
market activity at some given time. Market spaces are almost in streets form. There’re spaces in 
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some ancestral halls which are actually private spaces. After Qing Dynasty (17th century), there were 
some commercial public spaces in cities gradually. (Xia, 2005, p.8) 

The word ‘square’ has never really existed in ancient Chinese history until the Tiananmen Square 
was constructed in 1850s. During the colonial and semi-colonial time (1840s – 1940s), some squares 
are built in big cities such as Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou, where there was concessions of western 
countries. There are squares in other big cities but most of them are political convocation squares. 
(Xia, 2005, p.8) 

In the beginning of 20th century, square was introduced to China. They were set in front of stations, 
ports or municipal governments, developing slowly with the city construction. Since the People’s 
Republic of China was found, Firstly city center squares were built in big cities, becoming the 
landmark and activity center for citizens of the city. For instance, People’s Square in Shanghai, 
Zhongshan Square in Dalian, Hongshan Square in Wuhan. These squares were adopted the same 
pattern on layout and composition, pursuing strict regulation, symmetry, huge scale and magnificent 
momentum. (Deng, 2007, p.28) Apart from Chinese’s traditional worship to magnificent, it was 
affected by the urban planning theory from Soviet Union, which leads to very strong memorial, 
modeled and large-scale squares. Additionally, a lot of processions, convocations or other political 
activities at that time need large spaces. 

When it comes to 1990s, as the changing of city life, public association increased a lot, the function 
of political convocation has been weaken, commercial activity and service industry raised, traffic 
volume increased sharply in a short time, a number of new squares were built and old squares were 
re-constructed, a variety of functions were added into them. (Zhang, 2006, p.37-47) 

 

1.1.3 The ‘big’ problem in the current situation of Chinese square construction 

As square is a kind of imported goods, Chinese urban designers have little experience on designing 
and constructing them. In the beginning of constructing the country, designers often did not have the 
right to make a final decision on design schemes, but those people in power have. However, what 
they have is the tradition of preferring oversized scale squares, because it benefits them to highlight 
their political achievements. There had been a subtle competition on scale of squares among many 
cities created by pomp and circumstance. It was thought that there fewer buildings around be, the 
square should be bigger, the smaller the city is, the bigger the square should be. Gradually, the square 
have being becoming the ‘desert space’ in the city. 

In the documents published by the Urban Planning Department in China, it fomulates that ‘For 
squares in a city level, the range of land use scale is from 2ha to 15ha, for those in a district level, it’s 
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from 1.5ha to 10ha, for which in community level, the range is from 1 to 2ha.’(Urban Planning 
Collected Publication, 2001, p.29) 

There have been a lot of Chinese urban researchers whom noticed this problem and indicated it. In 
<Rethinking and Investigation of urban square design in Contemporary China>, Zhang wrote, ‘The 
scale issue has been ignored in square design (in China). There is a strong contrast on scale between 
traditional squares and modern ones in western countries, so is between western countries and China.’ 
When to analyze the reason, she wrote, ‘In square design, city builders pursue a magnificent effect 
on urban composition, most of the squares appear to be hollowness, monotonous, oversized, lack of 
enclosure. Seldom are the squares pleasant spaces with a pleasant atmosphere’ (Zhang, 2006, p.49). 
In <Contemporary Design of City Large-scale Square—Meditation and Re-study>, the author 
indicated that it is an inevitable trend that squares would be upsizing within a moderate range, but 
there’s a pathological phenomenon in our country that the squares are in over size and imbalances 
scale, which is very common (Li, 2003, p.10). 

Chen wrote in her essay, ‘Hongshan Square, 10.8ha, its central square takes 6ha, has been completely 
rebuilt in 2000, is the biggest square in Wuhan city’. (Figure 1-1, 1-2) ‘While because of pursuing 
big scale on each aspect when it was designed, many problems appear as use. Square in huge scale 
may give people an empty feeling, lacking of intimacy and comfort, people who visit the square 
would feel tired also.’ (Chen, 2005, p.17) Although it is the central civic square of a city covers an 
area of 8494km², its big space and central location hasn’t attracted many citizens to it, to the opposite, 
relatively few people go here in common days. 

Fig. 1-1, 1-2 Empty Hongshan Square 
(Source: http://www.nipic.com/show/1/48/5283094kd5bc200d.html) 
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Other examples are: (Figure 1-3) 

 Longcheng Square, area of 12.6 ha，is the square in front of the government of Longgang 
District (385.94 km²), Shenzhen city.  

 Quancheng Square, the main square of Jinan city (3257 km²), takes 17 ha of land. 
 The biggest urban square in Asia — Xinghai Square (Figure 1-3) in Dalian city (2415 km²)，

which is amazing 110ha, was deeply criticized by many researchers. 

Zhaoguo Fu wrote in his article <Study on the humanization to the City square in Dalian> that ‘it is 
double sized than Tiananmen Square (44ha), however, although well-known all over the world by its 
special political significance and glorious sedimentation of history, it always mentioned as a negative 
example due to its inhuman scale and lacking of greenery.’ (Fu, 2007, p.48) Xinghai Square lays as a 
elliptic with a 1056m long axis and 687m short axis, is surrounded by several important buildings. 

Fig. 1-3 Diagram of the four squares 
Up left: Hongshan square, 10.8ha 

Up right: Longcheng square, 12.6ha 
Down left: Quancheng square, 17ha 
Down right: Xinghai square, 110ha 

In the same scale, Illustrated by author 
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Due to the huge scale and lacking of proper nodes, it is inconvenient for people to walk on it. 
Vehicles and bicycles become the most traffic tool people choose instead of on foot. ‘We can see 
large area of green space and human-made landscape roads and sculptures. It looks quite open space, 
but inane and not lively. Diluting and disappearance of humanization completely exposed on this 
space. Its ratio of D: H (explained in chapter 3.1) has already out of a common range.’ (Fu, 2007, 
p.49) 

The following maps (Figure 1-4, 1-5) shows a distinctive contrast of Chinese square scales with 
European ones. This huge contrast conceived the author of this research on scale of squares in 
Europe, to see how the square scale is and how the space is used where it has a long history.* 

 

 

* In this section several master thesis written by Chinese are quoted as reference, in order to collect their 
opinions as a support of the phenomenon that squares in China always have an over big size.  

Fig. 1-4 Xinghai Square, Dalian (110ha) virus Place de la Concorde, the biggest square of Paris (4.28ha) 
Taken from the same zoom ratio 

Map drew by author 

Fig. 1-5 Quancheng Square, Jinan (17ha) virus Piazza Venezia, the biggest square of Rome (0.97ha) 
Taken from the same zoom ratio 

Map drew by author 
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1.2  Definitions on spatial scale 
1.2.1 Concept of spatial scale 

Scale, as a concept in aesthetics, is a standard and judgment on the size of objective things by human. 
(Ashihara, 1975) It is a basic issue to take into consideration in any type of design. Whether a space 
is comfortable depends a lot on whether it has a proper spatial scale. Design is not only involving the 
field of aesthetic, but also physical technology. In spatial design, scale is the aesthetical view point of 
size. 

Size is the precise description of quantity, referring to the actual size of an object. It is the most basic 
way to express the scale, but what human feel is scale, but not size. In other words scale is a kind of 
contrast among sizes. Thus the concept proportion is going to be mentioned. Proportion is the 
comparison relation on quantity between objects, while scale is between human and object. 
Proportion is a way to deal with scale. (Liu, 1991, p.101) 

In spatial design, architectures and landscapes provide space to people, they not only afford artistic 
enjoyment, but also meet the need on function of the space, which is including the physical and 
psychology experience to the space. The scale and volume of a space influence directly to people’s 
experience and feeling.  

1.2.2 The relationship between scale and attraction 

Whether a square is attractive or not is an important way to judge if it is well-designed and in proper 
scale. If size is the absolute scale of a square, attraction reflects the relative scale. It is the reflection 
of how many visitors are attracted to the square and the reflection of one’s impression of the scale on 
his psychology when he is in the space.  

Activities play an important role in defining an urban public space. A space with high quality is more 
attractive to people, and a space where multiple activities takes place brings vitality and diversity to 
the space. Mixtures of activities, not separate uses, are the key to successful urban places. 
(Montgomery 1998, p.98) 

Gehl concluded as ‘It is generally true that people and human activities attract other people. People 
are attracted to other people…. New activities begin in the vicinity of events that are already in 
progresses.’ (Gehl, 1996, p.25) This is how a space with abundant activities is fully used. If there are 
few visitors on the square, no matter how small it is, it still appears to be quite big. While to the 
opposite, if a lot of things happen on the square, the space is well used, it will never be big. Take the 
square the author has ever been to, the People’s Square in Guiyang city as an example, taking an area 
of 5.8ha, with a huge statue on it. People seemed few and scattered against the background that the 
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big area of hard surface (Figure 1-6). However when there’re people playing on the square, more 
visitors are attracted (Figure 1-7&1-8). Just as Gehl wrote, ‘It was obvious that human activities, 
being able to see other people in action, constituted the area’s main attraction’. (Gehl, 1996, p.31) 

 

1.2 Background of the study area 
Denmark is a Scandinavian country in Northern Europe bordering the Baltic and North Sea. The 
country has a temperate climate, humid and overcast; mild, windy winters and cool summers. 
(Central Intelligence Agency, 2013) 

Copenhagen, which has a 77.20 km² urban area and 510,000 urban inhabitants, (Københavns 
Kommune, 2002) is famous for its urban planning concept which has promoted sustainable lifestyles 
and its awareness of design for pedestrians. As a part consists the urban public system for pedestrians, 
urban square in Copenhagen is deserved a concentration. In the pedestrian system in the central area, 
two-thirds of its area is taken by 18 squares. (Figure 1-7) The inner city has a long history while it is 
still developing in the outskirt of the city, so that both traditional squares and modern-designed 
squares can be found as sites worthy a study. 

Fig. 1-6 People’s Square of Guiyang; 
Photo by the author 

Fig. 1-7, 1-8 Activities attract more people on 
the square  
(Source: 

http://www.taiwan.cn/local/guizhou/xinwentupi
an/200812/t20081210795701.htm) 
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Fig. 1-6 Map of Denmark and the location of Copenhagen (the red dot) in the country 
Map source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Denmark_location_map.svg ; Illustrated by author 

Fig. 1-7 The 18 squares in the pedestrian system of city center 
(Source: http://www.except.nl/en/#.en.articles.90-tools-for-walkable-cities ) 
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1.4  Aim and Research Question 
With the confusion of the big scale squares in China, the author starts this research, aiming to figure 
out how the scale of squares is in this capital city Copenhagen with a different background, in order 
to get a better understanding of scale of the European squares, expecting the result could be a 
reference for Chinese designers.  

The research questions are:  

 How could we understand the requirements on scale in spatial design for square from the point 
of view of the human dimension? 

 How is the absolute scale of the chosen squares? Is there any deficiency in their design? 

 How is the relative scale of the chosen squares? Is there any deficiency in their design? 

 From the research what approaches can be taken to improve the scale of squares? 

 
1.5 Methodology 
Site investigation has been chosen as the main methodology in this thesis.  

Before starting this investigation, the author did a lot of theoretical study to delineate the objects to 
be investigated and figure out what should be investigated. 

The author visited each sites twice during one week in March, from Tuesday to the next Tuesday, so 
that could visit some sites both on weekday and weekend. The date was chosen are ordinary days but 
no event days, so that a general situation could be observed and studied.  

During the investigation the author did some measurement and estimation to get the data such as the 
size of the square, the height of the building in the surrounding. In measuring the author use the feet 
as the tool, the average step pitch of women is 620mm, (Li, 2012) the step pitch of author when 
measuring is 750mm. The approach to estimate the height of building is showing in Table 1-2. 

Observation is an important method used in this thesis. By observe the division of the spaces, the 
author could have a clear cognition of spatial form. The situation of how the space is used, how 
much activities is happening on the squares is another important content to be observed. During 
which the author took a lot of photographs and made some random interview with some visitors or 
people who come near the sites often on their opinions of the squares. However because of the 
amount of the interview objects is not large enough, so the information could only be taken as 
reference. 
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During the observation some sketches and maps were drew and improved later by drawing software. 
In the summary and discussion chapter the comparison and analogy method is used, to find out the 
inner link of the scales among the sites. 

From perspectives of both an urban design student and a visitor of the space, with a mentality of both 
learn and criticize, depth analysis of the research question is looking forward to appear. A discussion 
based on different situations in north Europe and China will be conducted. 

 
 
  

 
 

 
 

Table 1-2 Building height calculation method (Council on Tall Buildings and Urban 
Habitat, 2013) 
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1.6  Structure frame of the thesis 

Introduction

• Introduction of the context of this topic
• Elaboration of main concepts
• Introduction of the background of study area
• The main  research question and what results are expected to 

come out through this study
• Which methods are used

Typologies of 
Urban 

Squares

• Review of existing typologies
• Typology used in this thesis
• Define the study subjects based on the typology above and 

explain the reasons

Literature 
Review

• Given opinions from previous scholars who have studied 
related topics

• Study on human dimension to figure out the need and 
requirement on spatial design based on human scale and 
psychology

Site 
Investigation

• Explaination of why these sites are chosen
• Basic information of the sites
• What data and information is collected during the investigation
• How is the using situation according to my observations

Summary and 
Discussion

• A summary of the absolute scale of six squares
• Comparison and analogy on absolute scale
• Comparison and analogy on relative scale
• Give opinions and solutions from the author's point of view

Conclusion

• Give answers to the research questions
• The application and limitaion of the research
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Chapter 2 Different typologies of urban square — narrowing 
down the study objectives 

Square can be classified based on many aspects, such as size, style, shape, main function, or location. 
A few mainstream typologies are discussed as following. 

2.1 Location 
In American cities, squares were classified from small scale to big scale based on a background of 
San Francisco by Marcus and Francis. They spread out every kind of square as following:  

‘The Street Plaza’ (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.20), which means a widen sidewalk, different 
forms are listed as ‘the seating edge’, ‘the widen sidewalk’, ‘the bus-waiting place’, ‘the pedestrian 
link’, ‘the corner sun pocket’, and ‘the arcade plaza’; (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.20) 

‘The corporate foyer’ (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.21), which refers to the open space in front of 
some large-scale architectures, to stress the entrance or provide some space for people come to or 
pass by the building, listed as ‘the decorative porch’, ‘the impressive forecourt’, and ‘the stage set’; 
(Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.21)  

‘The urban oasis’ (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.22), that is, an open space with well planted, 
specific for people to spend some leisure time, listed as ‘the outdoor lunch plaza’, ‘the garden oasis’, 
and ‘the roof garden’; (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.22) 

‘The transit foyer’ (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.22), which in front of public transit terminals, 
including ‘the subway entry place’ and ‘the bus terminal’; (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.22) 

‘The street as plaza—pedestrian and transit malls’ (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.23), which is 
considered as a product of American transportation plan that is perpendicular to each other, 
‘traditional pedestrian mall’, ‘mixed mall’ and ‘transit mall’ (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.23) are 
mentioned.  

The last one was counted by the author is that ‘The grand public space’ (Marcus and Francis, 1998, 
p.23), is the most typical urban square, which is often considered the heart of the city.  

Their mode of typology is exhaustively that every sort of public open space has been taken into 
consideration. However, according to the definition of square from Kevin Lynch, ‘Typically, it will 
be paved, enclosed by high-density structures, and surrounded by streets, or in contact with them.’  
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(Lynch, 1981, p.443), I do not agree that ‘the street plaza’ and ‘the street as plaza’ could be 
considered as a type of square with the reason that the banding shape of the two types (Figure 2-1, 
2-2) is long and approaches to streets. Additionally, Cliff Moughtin claimed the most important 
physical quality of public squares is enclosure. (Moughtin, 2003, p.123) However, due to the shape 
which has a sense of extension, buildings are along two sides, these two types are not enclosed. 

2.2 Form 
In Street and Square, Cliff Moughtin classified the square according to different forms based on Paul 
Zucker and Sitte’s theory. There he discussed ‘the enclosed square’, ‘the dominated square’, ‘linked 
squares’ and ‘spaces linked by an external reference point’, he also mentioned ‘the nuclear square’ 
and ‘the amorphous square’ as supplement. (Moughtin, 2003, p.99-123) 

The enclosed square is square closed by architectures on three sides, usually has a simple 
geometrical volume such as square, rectangular, or circle.  
The dominated square is the square in front of or surrounded by some main constructed structure, 
could be an architecture or a landscape architecture, for example a cathedral or a sculpture.  
The linked square means quite a complex shape of square that consists of several clearly defined 
spaces, in other words, they can be seen as overlapping or interpenetrating subspaces which form the 
whole space. This kind of linked square can be found in many medieval towns.  
‘Spaces linked by an external reference point’ can be differed from ‘the dominated square’ by 
the relative position to the main constructed structure, the latter one is just around the main structure, 
while the former one is linked by a street or other sort of space with the main structure (Figure 2-3 
2-4). 

Fig. 2-2 The third street promenade, Santa Monica, 
California, is taken as an example of street as plaza 

Source:  http://www.newretailblog.com/  

Fig. 2-1 The seated edge, listed as a form of 
street square (Marcus and Francis, 1998, p.20) 
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The nuclear square is a definite spatial shape ordered space, for instance the traffic island where 
several streets intersection (Figure 2-5). It’s a kind of traffic square or a green island.  

The amorphous square is the one has an irregular spatial shape instead of a simple geometrical 
volume. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-5 The junction of three streets in Nottingham, 
taken as an example of nuclear square 

Source: Google map 

Fig. 2-3 Piazza del Duomo,  
Square dominated by Duomo Milano 

Illustrated by author 

Fig. 2-4 Square linked with a reference point 
(cathedral), Copenhagen 

Illustrated by author 
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2.3 Main function 
In this thesis squares will be re-classified based on their functions, because it shows which role 
they’re playing in the urban public space. However, as developing, modern urban squares are tending 
to be mix-functioned, so this typology will take their main function into consideration.  

(1) Civic square in China or Municipal square in western countries 
Civic square usually locates in the city center or district center, depending on it’s in city level or 
district level. In ordinary time it just provides an open space for citizens or tourists. There might be 
some public buildings around or structures in other form to show the culture or history of the city. 
Sometimes it’s one of the landmarks of the city. It’s usually in big scale in case of when important 
events would be held for containing large number of people. It’s easily to become over scale cause 
people always consider that a public space in city level should be very large. Those listed in table 1-1 
are all civic squares. 
Municipal squares are mostly built in front of the administrative center of the city or town. It’s the 
place where government and citizens communicates with each other in some time and organizing 
gathering activities. The buildings enclose the square usually be arranged symmetrical in order to 
achieve a solemn effect. Due to different system of government, there isn’t a municipal square in 
socialist countries like China. 

(2) Memorial square 
Memorial squares were built to commemorate some person or historical event. Usually the memorial 
structure dominates the whole space in the composition center. In recent years there are fewer new 
built memorial squares at least in China because open space has been no more a good choice to 
commemorate something. Generally, the scale of memorial square won’t be out of control too much, 
firstly, it should be on a certain size in order to show the respect and reverence; besides, apart from 
some memorial squares at a country level, most ones have a preset group of people which won’t be 
too large. 

(3) Traffic square 
Where a number of city main roads confluent at one point, it comes up the traffic square. It’s actually 
a kind of traffic circle island (Figure 1-6), for well organizing the traffic, and decorating the street 
view as well. Usually it is high-density greenery planted, which won’t be very high preventing block 
the sight of people who drive a car passing by, but mostly it’s not open to pedestrians. 
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(4) Traffic evacuation square 
The main function of this kind of square is to arrange flow of people, flow of traffic and flow of 
goods. It should have plenty area for cars to go through, parking, and for people to stay. In particular, 
in some Chinese cities traffic evacuation squares were considered as the portal of the city, so more 
function were added, making the square quite big but empty (Figure 2-6).  

 
(5) Commercial plaza (modern) or Market square (traditional) 
As the growing of commercial activity, commercial plaza is getting much more common, while in 
western old cities market square still exist, for example Hötorget in front of the concert hall in 
Stockholm. In China, commercial center usually appear as a street form, nowadays most commercial 
plazas are built in front of a main commercial building, or enclosed by compact commercial 
buildings, permeating with the inner space of the buildings in some cases.  

(6) Leisure and entertainment square 
It’s totally different atmosphere with municipal squares and memorial ones. It provides space for 
people to stay, chat, perform and all other kinds of entertainment activities. It should make people 
feel relaxed and pleasant. Therefore, it should be extremely in accordance with human scale from 
spatial form to landscape architectures and furniture. 

Fig. 2-6 The south traffic evacuation square in front of Nanjing train station, China 
size: 2ha, an enlarger project is under taking towards 6.5ha 

(Source: http://www.czstation.net/blog/page/3) 
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2.4 Narrow down the study subjects in this research 

Among the six types of square, memorial squares are indeed in need of creating a relative open and 
broad sense of field, so a relative large-scale and empty space is needed. Traffic square hardly used 
by pedestrians, therefore it has little requirement on design from a human scale perspective. 
Commercial plaza will usually not be oversized, on one side it is enclosed by group of commercial 
buildings, they will not have a faraway spacing in between preventing customs to walk a long 
distance, on the other side due to the commercial attraction, the amount of people who will come to 
the square won’t be too small, so the space won’t be empty. 

While civic squares and evacuation squares easily go over large on size because of several similar 
possible reasons: as one of the city’s landmarks, civic squares are usually expected to be built 
magnificently; in case of some situation when it is needed to contain as many people as possible to 
gather. For leisure and entertainment squares, although their size won’t often be out of control, once 
the requirement on comfort and fun is not meet, the space will easily lose its attraction and being 
deserted.  

According to the analysis above, this thesis will focus on the civic square, traffic evacuation square 
and leisure entertainment square as the study subjects. 
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Chapter 3 Literature Review 
3.1 Discussion of different opinions on square scale  
Pollio (B.C. 32~22) said that ‘it should be proportionate to the number of inhabitants, so that it may 
not be too small a place to be useful, nor look like a desert waste for lack of population’ when he 
wrote about forum design. So, is there a standard or a range of how big a square should be? 

There is no monograph written specifically on scale of urban squares or scale of urban public spaces, 
but by browsing works related to spatial design, opinions on the recommend size of squares are 
given by some scholars. (Figure 3-1)  

Ashihara (1975) came up with a conclusion in his ‘External Spatial Design’ that the suitable scale of 
external space should be adopted 8~10 times larger than interior space, that is, an approximate 
minimum size of 57.4m×144m, which matches the average size 57.5m×140.9m (0.81ha) of 
European big-scale squares, which was put forward in ‘The Aesthetics of the Street’ by him (1979) 
and 57m×143m found by Camillo Sitte (1889). While a maximum size should be 90m×180m, that is 
1.6ha. 

Kevin Lynch (1971) held his attitude as ‘most of the successful enclosed squares of the past have not 
exceeded 450 feet (137.16m) in the small dimension. Sitte also come up with the similar opinion that 
‘many of the delightful intimate squares in the older parts of our towns and cities may be as small as 
15~21m’. He critiques that ‘modern gigantic plaza, with their yawning emptiness and oppressive 
ennui …. overly large plazas have a most pernicious influence on their surrounding structures’. 

Gehl (2006, p.38) claimed in his new book that ‘the largest dimension of squares in European cities 
is almost just about the magic size: 100 meters.’ That is only 1ha. He reclaimed it in 2010 in his book 
as ‘Squares are rarely larger than 10000m², with the majority measuring 6000-8000m², and many are 
much smaller.’ ‘If we look at dimensions (of a square), distances greater than 100 meters are rare and 
80~90 meters lengths are much more common. A typical measurement of the width may be 100×70 
meters.’ 

There are opinions from other Chinese researchers during these periods of time. Binyi Liu pointed 
out the smallest scale of square should no less than 1.21ha if it is simplified as a square with 110m on 
each side after doing research on large amount of European medieval squares. (Liu, 1999, p.18) Nan 
Li came to a point of view on the size of big-scale squares after concluding several Chinese 
researchers works that the minimum size could be 1.5ha, and the maximum is not more than 10ha, 
but the most proper size is below 5~6ha. This is based on the background of Chinese cities, but 
personally considered it could be even narrowed. (Li, 2003, p.13)  
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A lot of researchers studied the proportion of the height of the main building and the width of square 
for it is considered a way of discussing whether the scale is proper or not. Camilio Sitte (1889) 
indicated that the best scale is when the proportion is around a range from 1 to 2, that is, 1≤D: H≤2. 
That’s because people can get the best field sense. The H: D could answer the question mentioned 
before: what’s the dividing line of street and square. When the width of space gets shorter than the 
height of main building around, it couldn’t be called a square, it is street. 

Gerhard Curdes (1993) took squares in different scale levels into consideration, which is an 
advancing way of thinking. He pointed out that a relatively private small-scale square could own a 
higher boundary. The space appears more complete when the H: D ranges from 1:1 to 1:1.5. The 
atmosphere will be closer and people will feel safety. When it comes to 1:5~1:8, the space becomes 
very open and the space is suitable for holding big events. For middle-scale squares, the suitable H: 
D should be from 1:3 to 1:4. 

Most theorists come to an agreement that the H: D should be controlled within 1:6 to 1:1. To test this 
conclusion, three researchers from Tongji University conducted an experiment in the university. They 
set up 15 spatial scenes in 25m×25m, 50m×50m, 75m×75m and 5 different perspectives, testing on 
150 people, to find out their preference on different spatial scales. Then they came to the conclusion 
that people have a preference on small squares, which support Lynch’s opinion that the most 
comfortable spatial scale is approximately 25m. Besides, they found that the testing people prefer an 
opener perspective to comparatively close one like 45°. (Xu, Liu & Sun, 2012, p.74-78)  

It shows that people demand a weak enclosure to square space, which overthrows Moughtin’s 

Fig. 3-1 Summary of opinions on the range of the size of 
squares by different scholars; The white and black square 

shows the minimum and maximum size given respectively 
Drawing by author 
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statement. In other aspects they also concluded that square that is considered as a landmark should 
have a big plan scale and open, which is obviously. Commercial plazas should possess big scale and 
strong enclosure. While for a leisure and entertainment square, those in smaller scale but weaker 
enclosure won more favourable impressions. It is true that squares of different functions are in a 
different situation to be considered, this matches the choosing of objectives in this thesis.  

 

3.2 Several concepts related to research of square scale 
3.2.1 Subspace 
A large scale space could be divided into several subspaces in different functions or different 
landscape environment. It is a common technique in designing squares and thus composite functional 
squares comes up. Marcus and Francis (1998, p.36) mentioned this when they were discussing on 
design guidelines of square: ‘large plazas should be divided into subspaces to encourage their use.’ 

More research appeared in Nan Li’s study. He classified the atmosphere of space into four types and 
he tried to figure out how the atmosphere changed with the scale of subspace. 

When the scale is between 0.01ha and 0.02ha, it will be an intimate subspace;  

When it’s between 0.04ha and 0.16ha, it will be an appropriate subspace;  

When it’s between 0.21ha and 0.49ha, it will be an open subspace;  

When it’s between 2.25ha and 4.0ha, it will be a vast one.  

He also indicated that a central square in a city level could be consisted of 10 to 20 subspaces; one in 
district level should have 6 to 10. (Li, 2003, p.13) However this might be led to doubts that visitors 
would get confused if there’re too many subspaces with complex spatial relation. 

 

3.2.2 Architectural field 
The square has a strong relationship with the buildings around. The influence to the surrounding area 
of the architecture is called architectural field, which was brought forward by Ming Xiong in 2000. 
It is a further study of the relationship of the height of buildings around the square and the width of 
the square. 

The architecture affects the environment surrounded on moisture, brightness so that it affects visitors’ 
physical sensation and psychological environment, and then effectively visitors’ decide whether to 
stay in the space. In turn, it determines the attraction of space. These effects depends on the distance 
between one and the building firstly, then the height of building goes next, the last factor is the width 
of the building. 

Xiong divided the architectural field into four levels. There are three standards to judge which level 
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the space belongs to. First, the distance D between the building and the view point; second, the 
proportion of height of building and the distance between view point and building P1; third, the 
proportion of width of building and the distance between building and view point P2. 

‘The strong field’; If D＜30m, P1＞1, P2＞2, it is a strong field, in which people will get an 
oppressive feeling; 

‘The balanced field’; When 30m≤D≤300m, 0.5≤P1≤1, 1≤P2≤2, it is a balanced field, in which 
people can watch the overall image of architecture and the environment around the building clearly 
in a suitable way; 

‘The weak field’; If 300m≤D≤600m, 0.25≤P1≤0.5, 0.5≤P2≤1, it is a weak field, in which people 
could only see the outline of buildings and windows, although they will not have any uncomfortable 
feeling, they would have a light impression on the facade and environment of buildings; 

‘The feeble field’; When D＞600m, P1＜0.25, P2＜0.25, it is the nihilist field, only the skyline of 
buildings could be seen, it is hard to draw people’s attraction unless the shape is very eye catching. 
(Xiong, 2000 p.20-27) 

A well arranged group of buildings or single building will form a well architectural field that could 
reduce the harm from the scorching sunshine in summer and strong wind in cold winter. Apart from 
the factors above, the specific function and the modelling of buildings also affect a lot. Xiong also 
gave suggestions on the proper data in different types of square. Here we only take a look at the 
study objectives chosen in the thesis. For traffic evacuation square, he suggested the proper range for 
the distance between buildings and view point should be between 30m to 300m. At the same time, P1 
could be from 0.5 to 1, P2 could be from 1 to 2. For civic square, or municipal square, it’s the same. 
For leisure and entertainment square, it’s best that 30m≤D≤600m, 0.5≤P1≤1, 1≤P2≤2. That means all 
the three types of square should be a balanced field or even a weak one.  

 

3.3 Human dimension — from human physiology and psychology 
As a meeting place for citizens, urban squares are an important part of the pedestrian system in the 
city. There are three types of basic activities walk, stand, sit, and three types of accompanying 
activities happen on squares watch, listen and chat (Hong, 2007, p.120), all that in quite a low pace. 
It is a space for humans, rather than for traffic. That requires designing square should start from the 
human dimension, to make visitors comfortable in the space. 

3.3.1 Human scale 
The object that has a feeling of the space is human. As a result the scale of the human body was 
taken as a reference object. When a person is in a space, scale means the effect on a contrast of the 
size of the space and the size of human body.  
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 Scale of human body 
The average height of human is 1.78m for male and 1.65m for female in Europe. (Visscher, 2008) 
The height when people sit down is 0.55 times of when they stand. The height from the eyes of 
human to the ground is 11~12cm shorter than his height. (Committee of Collection of Architectural 
design data, 1994) 

Naturally, the walking speed of human beings is 5km/h. An acceptable walking distance for most 
people is 200m. (Gehl, 1987, p.133) 

 Visual field 
The visible scope when the head and eyes are not moving is the visual field, which is described with 
angle. It is divided into horizontal visual field and vertical visual field. (Graham, 1965, p.170) 

The widest field of horizontal vision is within 60°; a range of the clearest field is within 20° and the 
best visual field is 1°~ 3°. The widest range of vertical visual field is 60°above the horizon and 70°
below; the natural visual line is 10°below the horizon when standing and 15°below when sitting. 
(Graham, 1965, p.172-173) (Figure 3-2, 3-3) 

 

Fig. 3-2 The widest and clearest horizontal visual field 
Drawing by author 
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 Visual distance 
As Gehl stressed: ‘In the context of 
urban planning, where the relationship 
between the senses, communication 
and dimensions is an important theme, 
we speak it a social field of vision.’ 
(Gehl, 2010, p.35) On this issue he 
pointed out one important piece of data 
— ‘The limit of this field is 100 meters, 
the point at which we can see people in 
motion.’ ‘Squares and plazas as spatial 
shape can correspondingly be related 
to the eye and its potential to grasp 
events with a radius of 100 meters.’ 
(Gehl, 2010, p.38) 

Thanks to Gehl’s work, a series of 
results has been found on the 
relationship between distance of people 
and their senses (Gehl, 2010, p.34-35) 
(Figure 3-4).  

Fig. 3-4 The relationship between distance of people and 
their senses (Gehl, 2010, p.34-35) 

Illustrated by author 

Fig. 3-3 The widest and clearest vertical visual field 
Drawing by author 
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Gehl also has a preference on small scale. ‘In narrow streets and small spaces, we can see buildings, 
details and the people around us at close range.’ (Gehl, 2010, p.53)  He pointed out the confusion of 
large scale brought to people, ‘urban space and buildings are huge, built-up areas are spread out, 
details are lacking and there are no or few people.’ (Gehl, 2010, p.54) It described the same problem 
with what happened to square spaces in China. This problem exists in new developed areas in 
European cities as well: ‘Developments in society, economy and building technology have gradually 
resulted in urban areas and stand alone buildings on an unprecedented scale.’ (Gehl, 2010, p.56) 

 

3.3.2 The need on psychology when human in public space 
Human behaviour in public space is an important study field in environmental psychology. Study on 
the relationship between human behaviour psychologies and spatial scale could help us know better 
on people’s need for the spatial scale from a deeper layer.  

 Need on safety 
It is a common habit that for human, any activity is held under the condition of insuring the safety of 
themselves. (Hong, 2007, p.129) The need on safety contains personal space, privacy and 
territoriality. 

Personal space refers to the smallest space he needs on psychology around every single person. It 
controls the distance between two persons, which is divided by Edward T. Hall (1966) as ‘intimate 
distance — 0~45cm, the distance at which strong emotion can be exchanged’, ‘personal distance— 
45cm~1.2m, the contact distance between close friends and family members’, ‘social distance — 
1.2~3.7m, at which conversations about ordinary information can be exchanged’, ‘public distance — 
more than 3.7m, the distance of more formal contact and one-way communication’. 

Social psychologist Irwin Altman pointed out that ‘People always try to keep the best privacy level 
from their subjective’ (Altman, 1989, p.147) in the Chapter Control as a dimension of public space 
quality.  

‘Privacy controls selecting what’s approaching us’, (Altman, 1989, p.160) ‘It helps us to build a 
sense of self-unified, help us build and keep self-control, thereby strengthening the independence and 
awareness of make a choice.’ (Altman, 1989, p.169) It means people want the freedom to choose and 
control whether to change a message with others. 

Personal choices should be meted and personal needs should be respected. To meet the need of 
privacy is not to provide enclosed or separated space, but to provide a possibility for people to 
choose whether to interact with others or to be alone, by providing open space, semi-open space and 
intimate space in different forms.  
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Territory means the space occupied and controlled by a person. Altman tried to connect privacy, 
personal space, territoriality and sense of crowded together and he come to a conclusion that ‘In the 
crowded situation, one will use two kinds of mechanism — protect his personal space and 
territoriality to reach a privacy level.’ (Altman, 1989, p.208) This requires that squares shouldn’t be 
in a too small scale so that it’s too crowded some time. Besides, on furniture, there could be shorter 
benches or single ones. 

 Need on communication 
Under the premise of being safe, people have a further need on communication, which is expressed 
by communication with human and communication with nature. (Hong, 2007, p.130) Urban square is 
a type of public space in the city, more space for communication is provided, the function of the 
square will be exerted better. The communication with nature expresses by the natural landscape in 
city.  

 Need on achieving one’s value 
Human has a natural desire to be paid attention to, in order to get appreciation and approval by others. 
(Kaplan, 1983, p.172) For example the music players, skateboard players or performance artists on 
the squares, their performance attracts people to watch, meeting the need of expressing themselves. 
Watch and being watched meets people’s need on psychology. (Figure 3-5) This supports the 
elaboration in Chapter 1.5. 

 

Fig.3-5 The playing band attract large amount of visitors to stay and watch 
Photo by author 
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3.4 Human dimension’s expression and requirement on scale of urban 
squares  

After discussing on human dimension from both perspectives from physical and psychology, how 
human dimension is reflected in the requirement on scale of square is discussed as following as a 
short conclusion of chapter 3.3 from the aspects of the three most basic activities which are 
mentioned before. 

 Walking 
As is mentioned in 3.3.1, 200m is the acceptable distance for human to walk. Therefore, the longest 
path for visits to cross the square should be less than 200m. From the perspective of psychology, a 
200-meter-path would be boring and be felt longer if it is totally straight and monotonous. However 
if different feelings could brought to visitors, the same stretch would be felt lively and shorter. Hence, 
a path with abundant urban landscape within 200m could bring comfortable experience to visitors.  

 Sitting 
A good view is important for a sitting place in the square, where it is a place for visitors to watch the 
city life. That means it is better the location of a sitting place has a good view of watching activities 
and main landscapes on the square. According to the study of visual distance, a sitting place should 
be set within the distance of 22~100m to the main landscape on the square where will probably 
attract the most people. From the perspective of psychology, sitting places should be avoided to be 
set back to some space that lively activities would happen, but greeneries or walls, to bring sense of 
secure to visitors. 

 Standing 
It is idiopathic for walkers to stop and stand still on squares; activities which will attract people to 
stop and watch also happen spontaneously. Therefore there is little requirement on scale where for 
people to stand.  
 
3.5 Summary 
Throughout the literature review, what should be observed and analyzed in the following site 
investigation could be defined. Firstly, it’s the quantity of subspaces and how the square space is 
consisted by them; what goes next is the proportion of height of building around and the width of the 
square and proportion of height of building and distance of view when standing on different 
positions on the square, to test what the architectural field would bring to the visitors.  

Activities on the squares are another important item to be observed, as an aspect to rely on to 
evaluate the attraction level of the squares and find out in which way the space meet the human need 
or does not. 
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Chapter 4 Site Investigation 
Based on Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, study object is determined as three types of square who are 
stressed by the main function: civic square, traffic evacuation square and leisure & entertainment 
square. Thus two squares in each type (Figure 4-1) are chosen in the capital city of Denmark, 
Copenhagen. 

The six squares are chosen due to the following reasons showing in Table 4-1. Figure 4-1 shows the 
location of the six sites in the city. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Name of the sqaure The reason of choose this square 

Gemmaltorv and 
Nytorv 

Both of them are civic squares, but in different level 

Gemmaltorv and Nytorv is in city level 

Brønshøj Torv is in district level Brønshøj Torv 

Kongens Nytorv 
metro forplads 

Both of them are traffic evacuation squares 

Kongens Nytorv metro forplads service as the evacuation square for a metro 
station in the inner city 

Kay Fisker Plads service as the evacuation square for a train station and 
metro station who connect to each other in the developing area of the city 

Kay Fisker Plads 

Sankt Hans Torv 
Both of them are leisure and entertainment squares 

Sankt Hans Torv is an old and traditional one in the inner city 

Mikado Plads is a modern one in the developing area Mikado Plads 

Table 4-1 Reason of choosing the six sites 
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Fig. 4-1 Location of the six sites in Copenhagen city 
Illustrated by author 
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4.1 Gammeltorv and Nytorv 
4.1.1 Background 
Gammeltorv and Nytorv is two connected squares located in the old Medieval city, divided by the 
pedestrian street Strøget. Its location is ‘in the heart of Copenhagen’. (Gehl, 2006, p.118)  

Gammeltorv was the city's first square, and it came to maintaining its position as the city's main 
square over the centuries. The square was originally the place where all the city's trade was going on. 
(Selskabet for Københavns Historie) Nytorv was built and adjoined together with Gammeltorv since 
1606 . In history they were used as market place, town hall square, and a huge parking lot until 1962 
and the two squares were completely repaved and refurbished. (Gehl & Gemzøe, 1996, p.16) 

They are linked with the Town Hall Square by an excerpt of Strøget, the main (pedestrian) street of 
the city. It takes one less than 5 mins to walk from Town Hall Square to Gammeltorv and Nytorv if 
not looking at the windows along Strøget. It is a landscape node along the axis of the line shape 
street, providing a place for people to stay when they walk along the quite long pedestrian shopping 
street.  

As Nytorv and Gammeltorv now appear as a single space, the co-area is in a long and narrow shape 
approximate in rectangular (Figure 4-2). From the northwest side to the southeast side is quite long, 
about 141m, from the northeast side to the southwest side is only about 34m.  

Fig. 4-2 Area of 
Gammeltorv and Nytorv 

Made by author 
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The square is enclosed on southwest side by a mixed of commercial and office used building on 
Gammeltorv and a building occupied by Dansk Bank next to the Copenhagen Courthouse on Nytorv. 
However the three roads around the square is not very wide due to they are in the old city, so the 
buildings have a very close distance to the square.  

Gammeltorv is dominated by the historical renaissance fountain Caritas (Figure 4-3), which is 
considered as the main landscape node on the square. 

 

4.1.2 Observations on spatial scale 
The whole space is divided into 3 subspaces basically. Gammeltorv is one complete space dominated 
by the fountain with several steps around. Nytorv is divided into 2 subspaces with a tortuous 
fragmenting of space by another kind of pavement (Figure 4-4, 4-5) and long steps which form a not 
very obvious height difference (Figure 4-6). Thus a clear geometry is cut into in an 80m² subspace. 

Above: Fig. 4-4, 4-5 the tortuous 
fragmenting of space 

Below: Fig. 4-6, the long steps as the other 
side of this subspace 

All photos taken by author 

Fig. 4-3 The main landscape node on 
the square 

Photo taken by author 
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The whole surface has been paved with the 
‘Chaussé Stone’ (Gehl et al, 2000). This kind 
of stone is very common in European 
historical cities, in small scale, approximately 
10cm*10cm. (Figure 4-7) The square appears 
to be quite empty because there is no many 
constructions on it, only some temporary 
construction like tables and chairs of the 
restaurant across the road, and temporary toilet, 
occupies some space on the square. 

As a visitor come to the square from the narrow pedestrian street, the open space gives an expansive 
vision for eyes from those commercial windows. Its long and narrow shape on northwest and 
southeast direction makes the buildings along both long sides give a very strong impression to 
visitors, detail on facade could be tell. While those along the short sides give a much weaker 
impression. (Figure 4-8) 

The two oldest buildings take a dominate position on the square. As public buildings they both have 
high stories and heavy facades, leaving a solemn impression. With a closer distance to the buildings 
opposite, visitors feel the sense of solemn more. From the edge of the square, it is just a 38m distance. 
Therefore it is good that these heavy historical buildings were located where it is and form a sense of 

Fig. 4-8 Impression of buildings when standing in 
the middle of the square 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-7 the small scale pavement on the 
square 

Photo by author 
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enclosure together with the buildings next to it. It doesn’t go parallel with the façade opposite it, so 
the square goes boarder from the center to the edge on southeast side, so that visitors wouldn’t have a 
oppressive feeling standing in front of it. However, when standing on the edge of each short side, 
buildings on the opposite side are fairly far away in the vision field. With the long distance of 141m, 
without any attractions, few people go through this direction. Here the range of architectural field 
when standing on the geometrical mid-point is discussed: † 

Distance to the Dansk Bank building along the long side: D=17 m 
Height of the building (office): H=7.8+3.9*5= 27.3 m 
Width of the building: W= 30.4 (measured) 

Distance to the building along the short side: D=70m 
Height of the building (residential): H= 3.1* 4= 12.4m 
Width of the façade: 50m 

 

 
 

† Since the square could be seen approximately as a rectangular, the distances to each side are about the same, so 
calculate the biggest volume building (Dansk Bank) along the long side could get the strongest field, height and width of 
building along the short sides are almost the same. 

Fig. 4-9 Visual field on the mid-point of square 
Photo by author 

P1=H: D = 1.6 
P2=W: D= 1.8 

  Balanced to Strong field 

P1=H: D = 0.18 
P2=W: D= 0.71 

  Weak to feeble field 
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Fig. 4-11 Left: Analysis of flow of passers on the squares; Illustrated by author according to author’s 
observation 

Right: People walk through; Photo by author 

 
4.1.3 Observation on how the space is used 
First visit: a sunny weekday morning 
Second visit: a haze and windy weekend afternoon.  

Visitors’ activities on the square could be classified according to how long they stay into: walk 
through, short-time stay and long-time stay, which refers to staying longer than 10mins.  

As a result of located along the pedestrian street, and the fragment of the street pass through as a 
boarder of the two square, most of visitors who come to Strøget will walk pass the squares (image 
4-11). As a sort of historical place of interest of Copenhagen, and with the help of the famous 
pedestrian street, Gammeltorv and Nytorv attract a number of tourists to come here. However, most 
people who walk along the street just walk through or take a glimpse of the squares, few would be 
willing to walk around on the square and look at the surrounding. (Figure 4-10) 

 

 

Fig. 4-10 People walk through the squares on Strøget ; Photo by author 
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During the observation, most visitors 
would like to stay on the squares for a short 
time usually less than 10mins. The Caritas 
Fountain is a place where people like to 
choose to sit or rely on as a short stay, have 
a rest or have a cup of drink (Figure 4-12). 

Some people just stand for a while and 
watch something happening or take a look 
at the architectures around, or have a short 
chat when they meet some friend. (Figure 
4-13) 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-12 Above: resting and chatting 
Below left: resting and watching 

Below right up: resting and having a drink 
Below right down: resting and being watched 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-13 Left & right: standing & watching; middle: standing & chatting 
Photo by author 
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Apart from the fountain, the circle bench under a tree is another place where people choose to have a 
short stay, mostly because of its position, laying on the connection corner of Strøget and the square, 
so it is very convenient for people walking along the pedestrian street to take a rest (Figure 4-14). 

After mid-day more people are willing to stay on the square for longer time. At lunch time the square 
become livelier because of those people who come to the square to enjoy their food and the sunshine. 
The space was occupied by the restaurant is full of people having lunch (Figure 4-15). The long steps 
is also a popular place where people can sit on and eat (Figure 4-16). What is the interesting thing is 
that people prefer these casual places rather than the furniture. Probably due to the location of the 
furniture on this square is on the edge, so people prefer a more central space where can be far away 
from the traffic. 

Fig. 4-14 People seating on the bench on the corner of Nytorv and Strøget 
Photo by author 

Fig. 4-15 The chairs and tables belongs to the 
restaurant attract many people at lunch time 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-16 People prefer to sit along the long 
steps to eat and chat 

Photo by author 
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Furniture is also where people can have a longer stay there. However, people have a preference to 
stay on those benches they’ll get nice sunshine. Those in the shadow of buildings are lack of 
attraction (Figure 4-17).  

Through a short interview with the cyclists, who confirm that they come to this square quite often, 
the author know that this square is used as an outdoor exhibition place and have some access to big 
events, at that time the square is very lively. In summer time, the fountain will fill with water and 
landscape will be better so a large number of citizens will come to the square. (Figure 4-18) 

The small stage on Nytorv is another node where easily become a gathering point. Figure 4-19 shows 
a group of tourists were listening to their guide’s explanation. As the picture shows, this small upper 
space provide for activities like speech, performance and so on. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4-18 A group of cyclists who come to the 
square often, gathering on the bench for half a 

day 
Photo by author 

Fig. 4-17 Left, people come to the square for a rest 
after lunch 

Right, up: a business man sitting on the bench waiting 
for his custom 

Down: a couple sitting on the bench enjoying the 
sunshine 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-19 A group of tourists are listening to their 
guide’s explanation 

Photo by author 
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4.2 Brønshøj Torv 
4.2.1 Background 
Brønshøj (Husum) is a district in Copenhagen city, located on the northwestern edge of the city 
(Figure 4-20) and a central location in the district. The district covers an area of almost 9km² and has 
approx. 40,000 inhabitants. Brønshøj Torv is the main square of this district. 

The district used to be a village in the rural area of Copenhagen and became the suburb area since 
1901. The square has an old age dated to the year 1919 and has been renovated in 2002 (Gehl, 2006, 
p.125). In history there was a siege with Sweden happened in this area.  

The square is facing the main road Frederikssundvej to the north, and two local roads Brønshøjvej 
and Krabbesholmvej to the west and east. It faces a large area of green space to the back side and 
linked to a playground. On the square there is a small one-floor building which is the Brønshøj 
Museum. To the east of the square is the district- level library, mixed commercial and residential 
buildings are to the west and north. This low-enclosure square has an area of 0.48ha.  

As the renovation in 2002, a new fountain was brought to this square, together with the meandering 
greenery pot, becoming a main landscape node on it. Another attractive node is the monument to 
memorize the siege in history (Figure 4-21). 

From the plan of the square (Figure 4-22), it shows that the density of buildings around is quite low, 
different from the square in city center. The roads are much wider compared with those in medieval 
city. As a result, the square has a long distance to the buildings around and has an open sense of 
space. 

Fig. 4-20 Location of the district in the city 
Map source: 

http://erasmusu.com/en/erasmus-copenhagen/roo
m-for-rent-student/comfort-room-w-doubleking-b

ed-f-rent-100133  
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Fig. 4-21 Above: The fountain and the 
greenery pot 

Below: Monument of the siege 
Photo by author 

Fig. 4-22 Plan of Brønshøj Torv (with surrounding) 
Drawing by author 
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4.2.2 Observations on spatial scale 
This district level civic square has a very abundant spatial organization. Thanks to its natural terrain, 
the space has a lot of changes on its height, (Figure 4-23, 4-24) which leads to numerous subspaces. 
It is divided into four subspaes, or five if in the summer the fountain is active and could be regarded 
as an interesting small space.  

 

Fig. 4-23 The abundant height difference and connection among subspaces 
Drew and illustrated by author 

Fig. 4-24 A more visualized 
expression by photo 

Photo by author 
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The only architecture on the square, the Brønshøj Museum, dominating an enclosed space about 
800m², by well-cut shrubs. The small but cozy space is like a garden, about 0.8m upper from the 
ground, becoming much attractive in summer time (Figure 4-25). The meandering bench with the 
fountain on the ground consist a nice shape from the top view, however, as a visitor but not who see 
from a map, the vision feeling of the shape is very weak, more feeling comes from each senses when 
one is in the space. For example, in winter time when the author visited the site, the subspace around 
the greenery pot and fountain is totally an open space with the reason that no greenery growing in the 
pot and without the obscured effect from greeneries, it’s hard to form a comfortable environment in 
which one feel sense of safe and private for people to sit and communicate. 

Due to its space division in rich variation, this square which has a not small area, do not has very 
integrally big space, which makes it open but not hollowness (Figure 4-26). The long stairs lead 
people to a higher green area of about 1800m² instead of hard pavement. The varies on height 
prevent visitors to see the whole space the moment once coming to the square, which makes visitors 
want to go further. The stairs is a boundary between the two subspaces, but also a place where 
activities could be watched and a place where people can stay also (Figure 4-27). Standing on the 
higher place a broad perspective could be got on what is happening on the main subspace. On 
different height layers one will get different impression of the space and surrounding (Figure 4-28). 
It is a square which has a high covering of greenery. In summer time there will be more division of 
spaces by the lush trees and bushes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-25 The subspace dominated by the museum 
 Left: in winter time ; Photo by author  

Right: in summer time 
(Source: http://www.panoramio.com/photo/25109426)  
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When standing on the geometrical mid-point of the square, the distance to each side is not much 
difference. Buildings on south and southeast direction are only 1~2 floor, While on the west, 
northwest and northeast direction, the residential buildings are up to 4~5 floor. Standing on the 

Fig. 4-26 The main subspace on the square, 1300m² 
Photo by author 

Fig. 4-27 The long stairs divide the two subspaces 
Photo by author 

Fig. 4-28 Different view of the main subspace from different layers 
Photo & illustrator by author 
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square (Figure 4-29), the whole facades could be watched.  

  Distance to the musuem building: D=35m 
  Height of the building (other function): H=3.5+7= 10.5m 
  Width of the building: W=25m 

  Distance to the apartment building on the north: D= 61m 
  Height of building (residential): H= 4.65+3.1*5+6.2= 23.25m 
  Width of building: W=60m 

  Distance to the apartment building on the west: D=51m 
  Height of building (residential): H= 4.65+3.1*3+6.2= 17.05m 
  Width of building: W=46.65m 

  Distance to the library building: D=44.5m 
  Height of building (other function): H= 3.5*3= 10.5m 
  Width of building: W= 32.4m 

Fig. 4-29 The weak to balanced architectural field when standing on the mid-point of the square 
Photo by author 

P1=H:D=0.3 
P2=W:D= 0.7 
Weak to balanced field 

P1= H:D=0.38 
P2=W:D=0.98 
Weak to balanced field 

P1= H:D=0.33 
P2=W:D=0.91 
Weak to balanced field 

P1= H:D=0.24 
P2=W:D=0.73 
Weak to balanced field 
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4.2.3 Observation on how the space is used 

First visit: a cold and heavy windy weekday afternoon 
Second visit: a sunny but windy weekend afternoon 

Both the two times visit the author came across heavy wind. It is so strong that it unable the author to 
stand still on the square for more than one minute. Not so many activities were caught because of 
this reason. Additionally, in this season (winter), although the square has a high fraction of coverage 
by greeneries, it couldn’t help the square keep its spirit. 

According to the author’s observation, about 90% visitors just walked pass through the square, most 
of those would take a short cut from the west to the east side (Figure 4-30, 4-31). Few people stayed 
on the square, on the meandering bench. (Figure 4-32)  

In this ordinary week there’s not any events happening on this main square, which makes this rich 
spatial sense square looks quite empty. Whereas through an interview of some local inhabitants in a 
café near the square, the author got to know that there will be a local market on the square almost 
every week, in summer time a lot of events held here and the square is also taken as the place for 
Christmas market during that time and a large number of people gathered but they never feel the 
space is limited. 

Fig. 4-30 People go through the square 
Photo by author 
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Fig. 4-32 On the edge of the greenery pot; it is a 
place where teenagers like to have a short stay 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-31 Distribution of the path people walk through the square 
Drawing and Illustration by author 
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4.3 Kongens Nytorv Metro Forplads 
4.3.1 Background 
The reason for choosing this site is because there’s no square or open public space in front of the 
Copenhagen central station. People use the inner door space instead of a outdoor space. Therefore 
this metro forplad is chosen. 

The metro square was established in 2002 when the new metro system in Copenhagen were built. 
Kongens Nytorv station is a big and important metro station in the inner city. (Figure 4-33) Apart 
from a metro forplad, the square plays another role as a foreplad of a large department store. It 
dominate the square on its function even more than the metro entrance. The long facade of the 
department store give a high sense of enclosure to the square, coupled with the square is in a narrow 
and long shape along the facades of buildings along the street. It could be considered as a widen 
sidewalk due to its shape which has a 154m longth and 21~39m width. The square is divided into 
two parts by a narrow local road Lille Kongensgade. Taking the two parts into consideration the area 
would be 0.47ha. While the long facade is the only side enclosing the square. It is facing the main 

Fig. 4-33 Location of the metro station in the new built metro system 
(Source: Københavns Kommune, 

http://soap.plansystem.dk/pdfarchive/20_1468999_PROPOSAL_1335344167949.pdf)  
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street Holmens Kanal and the Royal Danish Threater is on the opposite side. With an approxi. 15° 
angle between the facade of the department store and the street, people can see the side façade of 
Dansk Bank on the south. On the end of the square is the last section of the pederstrain street Strøget 
and it faces the famous square Kongens Nytorv, which is a famous attraction of the city. (Figure 
4-34) 

There are two entrances to the 
underground space, one is to the metro 
station, both stairs and elevator; the 
other one is to an underground bicycle 
storage. On the square there are 
several pyramid shape constructions 
which are glass roofs of the metro 
station, and a vents in a rectangular 
shape (Figure 4-35).  

 

 

 

Fig. 4-34 Connection to the main city attraction Kongens Nytorv 
Illustrated by author 

Fig. 4-35 Entrance to the underground 
space and constructions on the square 

Photo by author 
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4.3.2 Observation of Spatial Scale 
This long and narrow square is divided into two parts, respectively 0.28ha and 0.19ha, by a narrow 
street but the entrance of the metro station also can be seen as a boarder as its position near the cross. 
However the division of space is quite simple that the most obvious distinguish is the pavement on 
the ground, brick and asphalt, which is related to its function — traffic evacuation square. Giving an 
relatively open and unobstructed view is its basic demand. 

From the plan of the square (Figure 4-36) a rule of simple design could be found. The whole square 
is quite flat, has no height difference on the ground. The main construction on the square is the 8m 
wide entrance of the metro station, a bus stop as well. Other constructions have little practical effect 
and are lack of landscape value. 

For the secondary subspace where on the north, it has very weak connection on the function with the 
metro station, neither explicit boundary to the street. It could be simplely considered as a widen 
sidewalk, has a very open sense of field facing another open space (Kongens Nytorv) and has only 
one side enclosure on the west. (Figure 4-37) 

Fig. 4-36 Plan of the square 
Drawing by author 
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Acturally owing to the well running of Copenhagen metro system, the square plays the role as 
somewhere for passengers to meet or gather together more than a function of evacuating on the 
ground. Due to its location, it could be a buffer place for those who are going to pay a visit around 
the sightseeing region nearby. 

It is a good place to stand and watch the porcelain detail on façade of the Renaissence style 
architecture Danish royal theater on the other side of the road, while it’s hard to see the whole façade 
of the department store, due to the reason that the proportion of height of it and the width of the 
square is close to 1. Standing on the square it’s easy to get a quite obvious sense of oppression from 
the firm and heavy material of the building. (Figure 4-38) Yet it has little effect on the using of the 
square because it’s not aiming at attract people for long staying. When standing on the mid point of 
the square: 

Distance to the department store: D=15m 
Height of building (other function): H=6.125+3.5*3+7.0=23.625m 
Width of building: W=95m 

Distance to the Royal Theater: D=36m 
Height of building (other function): H =6.125+3.5*2+7.0=20.125m 
Width of building: W=69m 

Distance to the Dansk Bank: D=74m 
Height of building (other function): H=6.125+3.5*2+7.0=20.125m 
Width of building: W=24m 

Fig. 4-37 The secondary subspace 
Photo by author 

P1=H:D= 1.575 
P2=W:D=6.33 
Strong field 

P1=H:D= 0.56 
P2=W:D= 1.9 
Balanced field 

P1=H:D= 0.27 
P2=W:D= 0.32 
Balanced to weak field 
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4.3.3 Observation on how the space is used 
First visit: a sunny weekday afternoon, especially picked the period of the rush hours 
Second visit: a sunny but windy weekend morning,. 

By staying on the square for long time, no big group of people standed in around the entrance of 
metro station or bus stops, which attributes to the well-working public traffic system. That means the 
square plays a weak function on evacuation really, instead it provide travellers to meet or gather. As a 
result of the ‘move on’ design rule, most visitors just walk through quickly and due to its shape the 
square plays a role as a wide sidewalk more (Figure 4-39). 

 

 

 

 

As the main attraction on the square, the entrance of metro station is a node for people who need to 
take a short stay. The entrance keeps a less flow of people that come and go. There’re people 
standing and wait for meeting somebody, but still not many. Comparely, the elevator become a point 
that many people gather (Figure 4-40). 

Apart from being a evacuation square of the metro station, the square assumes another function on 
slow moving traffic. There is an entrance to the bike storage underground as mentioned before, on 
the ground there’s large area for a bike parking use and that makes many cyclists come to this region 

Fig. 4-39 The square plays a role as a wide 
sidewalk 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-38 Façade of architectures be watched on the mid-point 
of the square 

Photo by author 
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pay a short visit to the square (Figure 4-41). These parking bicycles act as a boarder to devide 
subspaces as well. 

 

Fig. 4-41 The large number of bike parking and people 
come to the square to park or get their bikes 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-40 Left: a few people standing by the entrance 
Right: more people waiting for the elevator 

Photo by author 
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While at the weekends, the department store play a more dominate and attractive role than the station 
itself. And the square is more lively thanks to those who go to the store. 

From noon to afternoon the flow of people who are really active on the square achieve to a top, the 
main reason is the central location and the commercial buildings and streets nearby. Then the funtion 
of evacuation appear to be strong, which shows the purpose of constructing this type of squares 
(Figure 4-42). 

As written in the last section that there’re little 
furniture or landscape node on the square. Some 
reason and statement can be found in Gehl’s 
book that ‘assume that people will never have to 
wait very long for a train. The metro squares are 
conceived as open space with no distracting 
furniture elements. There is no seating down at 
the platforms or on the squares above.’ ‘The 
same funiture-less solution was selected for all 
the new metro squares.’ ‘The square signals 
‘move on’’ (Gehl, 2006, p.138). From the 
observation that more people move in a fast 
speed from the two directions on the square 
(Figure 4-43) instead of staying, which meets the 
original intention of designing the square.  

Fig. 4-42 the square become very lively after noon at weekend 
Photo by author 

Fig. 4-43 Analysis of flow of people who walk 
through the square 

Illustrated by author 
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4.4 Kay Fiskers Plads 
4.4.1 Background 
This newly designed square (built in 1999) plays several roles in the new district Ørestad outside the 
inner city of Copenhagen. It is the traffic evacuation square of both the train station Ørestad and 
metro station Ørestad, at the same time it also be considered as the main square in Ørestad city and 
the open space in front of the skyscraper Neroport.  

South of the capital city, Ørestad is a developing urban quarter growing out of a metro line placed 
between Copenhagen's historical downtown district and the city's international airport, located on the 
island of Amager. (Karlson, 2011)  (Figure 4-44) 

Within the narrow and long area, a lot of modernist architectures and creative postmodernist 
architectures have been newly built and are constructing. The one that dominates the Kay Fiskers 
Plads is a group of connected buildings including a skyscraper. The railway line and metro line has a 
cross intersection in front of the square. The railway station don’t have a station building like most 
stations do, from the platform passengers move directly to the outdoor space or to the metro station 
whose entrance is connected to the exit of railway station by a aisle. The metro line was built upper 
ground in this area, so the railway, the square, the metro station are at three levels. The high elevated 
metro bridge is just in front of the square. On the square there is also an entrance to the bike storage 

Fig. 4-44 Left: the area of Ørestad city 
Source: http://spademanns.wikia.com/wiki/Fil:%C3%98restad-kort.jpg 

Right: railway connection of Ørestad city and Copenhagen 
Map source: Københavns Kommune; Illustrated by author 
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underground. On the east of the square and north of the group of buildings there is a bus terminal, 
since its location is on the edge of the city. Further away, there is a large parking area sinking down 
the ground. (Figure 4-45) In a summary, the site has a big traffic terminal of Ørestad city, from low 
speed traffic, ordinary public and private traffic, to high speed public transport. 

To bear the evacuation function of these traffic terminals, Kay Fiskers Plads occupied a 0.62ha area 
and has a 240 meters long interface on the south and north direction. It’s another square has a narrow 
and long shape. Although there’s building on only one side, the high elevated metro bridge composes 
the sense of enclosure to the other side. 

 
4.4.2 Observation of spatial scale 
This large space could be considered consisted of several smaller spaces more than it is divided into 
a number of subspaces. And they connect to other open public spaces in the surrounding quite well. 
Due to the very big area of 0.62ha, each small space which consist the square can be a single square 
independently. However here we still call them subspaces. 

On the main subspace of about 0.18ha, which is just in front of the skyscraper and the metro station, 
a well designed square water pool takes a 1000 m² space. It forms the main landscape node on the 

Fig. 4-45 Surrounding of the square 
Map source: Københavns Kommune; Illustrated by author 
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square.  

Waterscape is the main theme of landscape on this square. There is another water pool with a small 
scale layered falling water of 100 m² just facing this pool. Along the metro bridge there are three 
water pools of about 200m² each which form another subspace. All these water pools are in 
rectangular shape (Figure 4-46). 

 

The main subspace is connected with another space on the side of the building, leading to the 
platform of train station from the other direction. This space is quite long and very open, with two 
rows of trees, which makes the square have a sense of extension.  

On the northwestern side of the building it is another subspace, in which there is a tree array of about 
700m². (Figure 4-47) However, because of this area is newly constructed, the trees are not old 
enough to form a good shadow and also mainly because of the season, the space appears to be open 
but empty. These leafless trees without any furniture do not contribute any attraction to this space. 
This subspace is connected to the bus terminal on the east. 

Fig. 4-46 Above: Left, the big water pool on the 
square; 

  Right, the water pool with layered water fall 
Below: the pools along the metro line 

Photo by author 
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Usually in new developed city region, the architectures always have big volume, and outdoor space 
is quite large and open. In this case, the modern office building has not only a big volume, but also a 
facade with a dignified black colour. Compared to the big volume, this square in front of it does not 
appear to be too large anyway. The skyscraper has 20 floors and the other building next to it has 7 
floors. (Figure 4-48) That leads to the result that the square is easily in the shadow of the buildings. 
The office building group is the only building form the enclosure on the square. Whereas this huge 
building form a very strong architectural field around it, which makes visitors get an oppressive 
feeling. Additionally, the high elevated metro bridge has a close distance to the skyscraper, which is 
the width of the square, a 31.5m. The bridge also becomes a boundary to blocking one’s sight to the 

Fig. 4-47 One of the subspaces framed 
by tree array 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-48 The big 
volume and dignified 
façade brings a very 

strong oppressive 
feeling to the 

relatively narrow 
square 

Photo by author 
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west, where there’s the biggest shopping mall in the city. 

Even standing on the edge of the square, it is quite hard to watch the complete facade of the building. 
Taking 1.78m as the height of a man, the distance from his eyes to the ground is 1.67m. Height of the 
office building is 3.9*20=78m. The angle between the horizontal view to the top of the building is 
arctan(78-1.67)/31.5=67.5°, which is already beyond the widest horizontal vision field of a person 
60°. (Figure 4-49) It will make visitors feel uncomfortable. 

When standing in the mid-point of the main subspace: 

Distance to the building: D= 15.7m 
Height of building (office): H=3.9*20=78m  
Width of building: W= 47m 

When standing in the mid-point of the secondary subspace: 

Distance to the building: D= 12m 
Height of building (office): H= 7.8+ 3.9*6=31.2m 
Width of building: W= 100m 

 
 
 

Fig. 4-49 The visual field to watch the whole façade of 
building when standing on the edge of the square 

Drawing and illustration by author 

P1= H:D= 5.0 
P2=W:D= 3.0 
Strong Filed 

P1= H:D= 2.6 
P2=W:D= 8.3 
Strong Field 
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4.4.3 Observation on how the space is used 
First visit: a heavy windy weekday afternoon 
Second visit: a heavy windy and freezing cold weekday afternoon; In order to observe how this 
traffic evacuation square works in rush time of leaving from work since a lot of people work in the 
office building and in this new developed area.  

This square is criticized by Jan Gehl when he did the evaluation in his book New City Life, mostly 
on the ignoring of human scale and without user-friendly details. From the result of the author’s 
observation, it is true that the square appears to be quite lack of attraction although it has more 
designed landscapes than other squares.  

The biggest water pool has an artistic design of reiteration of squares, makes it ornamental, 
especially with colourful lightning at night. Whereas the incredible big size reduces the enjoyment 
and interaction between visitors and itself, because there is hardly any activities able to happen in the 
pool. In other words, water landscape has much more visual effect than use value, but takes a large 
space; moreover, it is unable to access within such a big area on this square. On the opposite, the 
smaller water pool has a better access and much closer on human scale (Figure 4-50).While from the 
edge of the big water pool to the building, there is a distance of only 8 meter. This narrow area could 
be considered as a base of the architecture rather than provide an open outdoor open space (Figure 
4-51).  

On the other side facing the entrance of building it is the entrance of metro station. According to a 
survey from the government, 70% of employees at the office building use public transport. 
(Københavns Kommune, 2010) The big water pool blocked the connection in between, which reduces 
the influence of the public transport to the office building in a good way. On the other hand, the 

Fig. 4-50 People are playing with the icy water in 
the smaller water pool 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-51 The short distance between the building 
and the edge of the big water pool unable people to 

stay for a long time 
Photo by author 
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entrance of the station set under the bridge arouses the sense of oppression to people (Figure 4-52).  

Along the edge of the big water pool several benches are put but no one is willing to sit there, mostly 
because of the weather. However furniture like a bench is exile in the two other subspaces. The one 
along the metro line has a 175m long distance, nearly get till the maximum acceptable distance for 
walkers. With a metro bridge on one side and a parking area on the other side, people easily get tired 
of walking through it (Figure 4-53). As a traffic evacuation square there is more need on functional 
than providing a nice place for visitors to stay for long time. But if this is ignored, the square might 
be lack of vitality. As a result of the metro bridge plays as a boundary between two sides of the road, 
there are a large amount of people come to the big shopping mall on the other side by taking metro or 
automobile, but few flow of them will pay a visit to the square, which makes the square get a weak 
influence from the commercial building. In another subspace which is consists of a tree array, not 
any place for visitors to stay or sit down could be found. The leafless trees bring a lifeless 
atmosphere to the space, the grey tone pavement and constructions makes this lifelessness stronger 
(Figure 4-54).  

 

Fig. 4-52 People cross the square to get 
the public transport 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-54 The lifeless atmosphere of 
the space 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-53 It is easy to get bored walking along 
such a distance 
Photo by author 
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4.5 Sankt Hans Torv 
4.5.1 Background 
Sankt Hans Torv lies in Nørrebro, a vibrant area of Copenhagen only minutes away from the city 
centre (Figure 4-55). Over the last couple of decades Nørrebro has evolved from being a working 
class area into one of the city's hottest quarters. In this district there’re a lot of residential area, and be 
prosperous on commercial as well. And it has always been a transport hub from history. Sankt Hans 
Torv located in the position facing the inner city, not a long distance to walk from the long shape 
lakes. It is an open space in front of a façade of building, situated in a junction point where several 
roads lead to. 

As is show in Figure 4-56, five roads are directed to this square, which makes it accessible quite well. 
With this location in the corner, Sankt Hans Torv has a small size of 0.16ha only. It looks really 
small against the background of the big blocks and the big land covering of the cathedral not far 
away.  

The square has a not short history which could be dated to 1880s, but play as a new role since the 
redevelopment of this area. It provides an urban oasis for people in this busy area, surrounded by 
those mix used by residential and commercial buildings, with a lot of cafes and restaurants on the 
first floor (Figure 4-57). 

Fig. 4-55 Location of the square in the district and city 
Source: 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Districts_of_
Copenhagen_municipality_2002-2006.svg  

Fig. 4-56 The good accessibility and surrounding 
Illustrated by author 
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The square is dominated by a sculpture designed by a famous sculpture artist, made of grey granite; 
meanwhile it is a fountain on the ground in summer time. The single old tree on the ground has the 
same age with the square, would form an attractive space in the summer (Figure 4-58). 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-58 Left: The sculpture dominates the square; photo by author 
Right: Space under the tree in summer;  

(source: http://melocious.blogspot.se/2010/06/distortion-part-1.html) 
 

Fig. 4-57 The mixed used building surrounding the square 
Photo by author 
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4.5.2 Observation of Spatial Scale 
This is a complete space square due to its small size. It is surrounded by vehicle roads from three 
sides and a pedestrian path on the back which lies in between the square and the big building facade. 
With the roads which the widest one is 14m, the architectures have a close distance to the square, 
which give it a high enclosure on three sides. While on the east side the cathedral has an open and 
broad forecourt. That gives an open angle to Sankt Hans Torv from the east direction. The buildings 
around has a unified height of 4~5 floors. (Figure 4-59) From standing on the center point all the 
details of the façade of these old buildings can be watched clearly.   

Distance to the northwest façade: D=18m 
Height of building (mixed use): H= 6.125+3.5*4+7.0=27.125m  
Width of building: W=33m 

Distance to the southwest façade: D= 35m 
Height of building (mixed use): H= 6.125+3.5*4+7.0=27.125m 
Width of building: W= 29m 

Distance to the southeast façade: D= 30.4m 
Height of building (mixed use): H=6.125+3.5*4+7.0=27.125m 
Width of building: W=65.76m 

Since the street Fælledvej which the square is facing to is a main street in this district, other roads 
surround also hold a quite intense traffic, so this square doesn’t get a very quite atmosphere. 
Additionally, the large amount of fine cafes and restaurants somehow attract lots of people to come 
to this site. At the same time, on the square, visitors will have a lot to watch at. 

 

Fig. 4-59 The very unified height of 
buildings around the square 

Map source: Open street map; 
Illustrated by author 

 

P1= H:D= 1.5 
P2=W:D= 1.83 
Balanced to strong field 

P1= H:D= 0.77 
P2=W:D= 0.83 
Weak to balanced field 

P1=H:D= 0.89 
P2=W:D=2.16 
Balanced to strong field 
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4.5.3 Observation on how the space is used 
First visit: a heavy windy Thursday late afternoon 
Second visit: a fine weather Sunday noon  

Sankt Hans Torv is known as one of the most popular public spaces in Copenhagen, although it has a 
not large space. Cerver described this square as ‘careful planned to create a space with enough open 
space for big events and yet with enough detail to provide small areas for relaxation.’ (Cerver, 1997, 
p.53) He has a description of how the sculpture and fountain works in summer time in detail 
‘Streams of water spurt out of the ground onto the blocks, creating multiple reflections as the water 
drains off the sculpture and collects in a small pond at the base. The sound of the water, the 
reflections it creates as it slides off the blocks, and the waves that form in the pond create a focal 
point for passersby and an ideal play area for children. The pond can be drained for important events, 
and at these times the sculpture, far from being an obstacle, breaks out of its usual isolation and 
becomes a place for the audience to sit on.’ (Cerver, 1997, p.55) Jan Gehl also gives a very high 
evaluation to the square, claiming it largely meets all 12 points (Gehl, 2006, p.107) he put forward 
and is a very attractive and popular city space. 

However, in the author’s visits to this square, not that many activities were caught, mainly for the 
reason of the season. In winter time the sculpture is just a sculpture, losing its fun brought by the 
water. The trees have only branches left so that the square has a simple grey color in this season; the 
stone material also express a cold feeling to people.  

The first time when the weather is not 
good, the square is nearly empty. 
However the inner door space has a 
strong contrast with it, the cafes are full 
of people. And the square outdoor is a 
wonderful place for people to gather or 
meet first, then go to interior places. 
Since it’s not very big, so it’s easy to see 
who is waiting on the square (Figure 
4-60).  
The landmark on the square, the sculpture, 
as it should be, a gathering point where 
people choose first (Figure 4-61). 
 

Fig. 4-60 The square is serving as a 
wonderful meeting space 

Photo by author 
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In Copenhagen squares always undertake a space for bike parking, due to the large amount of bike 
using. On this square it appears more obviously because of the size. This not big space is ocupied by 
a large number of bikes on its west side. People come to the area around will park their bikes here 
and will pick them when leaving (Figure 4-62).  

There’re few people stay on the square in windy time but when the weather getting better, people 
getting more. The furnitures on the square provide enough place for visitors to stay, however, except 
for one bench on the northwest side, others are all made from stone, that makes fewer people want to 
sit on (Figure 4-63). 

Fig. 4-62 The west side of the square is used as a bicycle parking space, a 
large amount of people comes to the site for their bikes 

Photo by author 

Fig. 4-61 The sculpture usually become the 
gathering point 
Photo by author 
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The open space is popular to children in weekends, the sculpture is in a shape easy to climb on, but 
what is more attractive to people is the temporary toilet, draws many’s curisity. Some unexpected 
situations are also something easy to draw people’s attention, for instance a car crash (Figure 4-64). 
 

There’re large number of people who 
pass the square through, as it’s location 
on a junction point. Generally people 
consider the square as somewhere 
there’s no builidings as obstacles so that 
they can take a short cut when they need 
to cross from one corner to another.  

From a short interview with the staff 
works for a long time in the cafe in the 
corner, the author confirmed that the 
square will be full of people sitting on 
the ground with drinking and enjoying 
the sunshine in summer time. 

Fig. 4-63 Although these 
benches provide people 

somewhere to stay, they are 
not that popular 
Photo by author 

Fig. 4-64 aAove: left, people watching 
the façade of building; 

Right, children playing on the square 
Below: left, the temporary toilet draws 

people’s curiosity; 
Right: the car crush draws people 

attention 
Photo by author 
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Fig. 4-65 Analysis of flow of people who pass the square through 
Illustrated by author 
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4.6 Mikado Plads 
4.6.1 Background 
Mikado plads is in the north part of Ørestad, the university town, among an area called Ørestad Nord 
(Figure 4-66), where IT University, Copenhagen University and a concert hall lies. In this area the 
industry and universities are close to each other.  

Mikado Plads locates between the two 
universities, in front of an office building Mikado 
House, facing a 30m wide channel go through 
this area. Two narrow roads on the west and 
south sides surround, and is enclosed by 
buildings from the east and north sides. (Figure 
4-67) Ørestad is a newly developed district in the 
capital city, large amount of modern buildings 
were constructed within 10 years, including these 
university buildings. So they always have very  
 

 

Fig. 4-66 The red part shows the part of Ørestad Nord 
in Ørestad district (Karlson, 2011) 

Fig. 4-67 Surrounding of Mikado Plads 
Map source: Københavns Kommune；Illustrated by author 
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big volumes, taking a lot of area, as a result the approximately 0.16ha square looks even tiny. 
However it provides a space for the university students and those who work in the office building 
Mikado House. 

Mikado Plads is an experiment programme during the year 2005 to 2006, when it has a look of a 
green area with grass and spruces transected by three blue paths and one asphalt path (Figure 4-68). 
At that time the building Mikado House has not been built yet, the area of the square is bigger than it 
is nowadays.  

During the design and construction the local residents and users took participate in how the space 
would change to in following time. It is a kind of temporary city space mentioned by Gehl, 2006, 
which refers to the type of spaces that will be established and organized to function as a city space 
until the site is developed. (Gehl, 2006, p.152) 
 

Fig. 4-68 How Mikado Plads looks like and was used in the experiment period of time 
Source: 

http://www.dac.dk/en/dac-life/copenhagen-x-gallery/ongoing-or-future-projects/mikado-
square/  
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4.6.2 Observation of spatial scale 
The square has been changed into what it looks like now since the year 2007. The space is divided 
geometrically with the same type of pavement in different colors and slight height difference. 
Although the space is not large, it has very prolific division of subspaces, which makes the space 
more interesting and attractive.  

The space is linear segmented into 5 subspaces in irregular shapes, but sides of each shapes are 
parallel to each other. The cutting of shapes is order in chaos (Figure 4-69). The triangle part in the 
middle is raised about 0.5m from one side, forming a very gentle sloping platform paved with the 
white stones, has an area of 200m². On the side of that is raised up lies a long bench, which is the 
main furniture on the square. On the edge of the building Mikado House there set a group of tables 
and benches, for people who work in this builiding. The shape of a acute angle triangle has an effect 
on leading people to the entrance of the building. The most area on ground is paved by stones in 
different grays. 

Fig. 4-69 Left: Plan of the square 
Right: The division of subspaces, which are parallel to each other 

Drew and illustrated by author 
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On both sides of the triangle platform the irregular shape of grassland and stone pavement in white 
combines and makes its plan more of rhythm and interesting. Grassland is a natural furniture here 
where provide visitors a free space to stay (Figure 4-70). The square also leave a not big space for 
bike parking.  

The square is combined with another 
space as an inner court formed by the 
concave structure of the building on 
the north side of the square, which 
used as a space for both bike and car 
parking. 

As is written before, in this newly 
developed district, buildings always 
have huge volume. In this site, from 
the concert hall to the buildings of 
both the universities, they are all in big 
volume and have modern simple shape 
of a cube or a deform from a cube, 
having long façade with big area use 
of glass and metal. The application of 
these modenism elements which has a 
cold color tone and hard texture brings 
a cold atmosphere to this space. The 
round dormitory building has a 
wooden façade which has warm color 
tone and soft texture balanced the 
atmosphere around a little bit, but also                    
ocupied a large area of land. 

These big-volumn building easily give visitors a sense of oppression and unpeaceful. For outdoor 
open spaces like Mikado Plads, what is in need is to balance such a strong oppressive feeling brought 
from the architectures. The proper size of it gives a proper distance to buildings in surrounding. 
Standing in the center of the compact square all the detail of the modern facades could be watched 
clearly. (Figure 4-71).  

Fig. 4-70 Top: left, the raised up triangle platform; 
       right, the long bench along the platform 

Middle: the triangle shape has a leading effect to the entrance 
of building 

Below: the grasslands on both sides to the triangle platform 
Photo by author 
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 Distance to Mikado House: D=17m 
Height of building (office): H=7.8+3.9*5= 27.3m  
Width of building: W=52.35m 

  Distance to the accomodation building: D=57m 
  Height of building (residential): H=4.65+3.1*6=23.25m 
  Width of building: W=88.67m 

  Distance to the teaching building: D=23m 
  Height of building (office): H=7.8+3.9*4= 23.4m 
  Width of building: W=14m 

  Distance to IT University building: D= 33.85m 
  Height of building (office): H=7.8+3.9*5=27.3m 
  Width of building: W=46.7m 

Fig. 4-71 View from the central point of the square, one feels little sense of oppressive from 
these big volume buildings. 

Photo by author 

P1= H:D= 1.6 
P2=W:D=3.0 
Strong field 

P1= H:D= 0.41 
P2=W:D=1.55 
Balanced to weak field 

P1= H:D= 0.8 
P2=W:D= 1.38 
Balanced field 

P1= H:D= 1.0 
P2=W:D=0.6 
Weak to strong field 
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4.6.3 Observation on how the space is used 
First visit: a cloudy and heavy windy weekday morning 
Second visit: a sunny but cold weekday afternoon.  

Despite it’s on weekdays, the square appears not very alive. Few people were on the square so that 
even though it’s such a small square of only 0.16ha, it looks empty and big as well. One reason is 
about the location, the population density in this district is low, another one is about the climate. 
Suburb area has a lower density of building so distance between buildings are quite far, which will 
bring a stronger wind than the inner city area.  

People who have a destination of the office building or the cafe in the first floor and who just walk 
through consist the most visitors to this square, who would have walked through it (Figure -72). 

 
 
 

Fig. 4-72 
Above: Scattered people 

walking through the square 
Photo by author 

Below: Analysis of flow of 
people who walk through 

the square 
Illustrated by author 
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The square also provides a space for people to stand still and sit for a while. The outdoor space is a 
better choice for chatting face to face or on phone compared with interior places, for smoking as 
well.  

The well designed architectures are what attract more people stay on the square in order to stop to 
watch (Figure 4-73, 4-74). From the situation adopted by the author, this public space could work  
better as an urban oasis among this world of reinforced concrete, by reducing the area of hard 
pavement and give more space on soft ones, which would have a better effect on relaxing and 
making people be closer. 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 4-73 Left: (above & below) People are 
interested in the new buildings so that stand on 

the square for a while to watch 
Right: People come out from building to the 

open space for chatting or on calling 
Photo by author 

Fig. 4-74 Top left: Passers have a short stay on the 
bench 

Top right & below: People come out for smoking 
Photo by author 
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Chapter 5 Summary and discussion 
5.1 Summary on the absolute scale 
If taking a look at the size of the six squares, it could be clearly seen that all of them are within 0.7ha, 
(the average size of European big-scale square), even around 0.5ha. (Table 5-1) 

Type of square Size of square 

Civic square Gammeltorv and Nytorv: 0.52ha Brønshøj Torv: 0.48ha 

Traffic evacuation square Metro forplads: 0.47ha Kay Fiskers Plad: 0.62ha 

Leisure and entertainment 
square 

Sankt Hans Torv: 0.16ha Mikado Plad: 0.16ha 

Table 5-1 Size of the six squares 

With approximately the same area, Gammeltorv and Nytorv has totally different architectural field 
with Brønshøj Torv, strong from one direction but feeble from another; while Brønshøj Torv has an 
homogeneous weak to balanced field from every direction. With the location in city center, distance 
between buildings is quite short, around the square the buildings consist compact blocks and form 
long facades, which gives a high enclosure. The unclear subspace division makes it a complete open 
space and balance the urban form with high-density buildings, but decreases its human-friendliness. 
To the opposite, the abundant subspace division (4~5) and height difference on Brønshøj Torv 
increase its diversity of space and provide small scale space more close to human scale. 

The two traffic evacuation squares have both been built within the last decades. While in front of 
Copenhagen central station, which was constructed in 1847, there is no big area of open space that 
plays as an evacuation square. This is a trend could be seen that as city and means of transport 
develops, evacuation square gets more and more necessary in front of a transport hub. 
The common characters of the two squares is that they both have a linear shape and have set few 
sitting places, which lead visitors to go through but not stay; on the other hand, the lengths of the 
linear direction (154m and 175m) are both within the acceptable distance for a person to walk. 
Besides, the strong architectural field from the linear direction will give a sense of stress to visitors, 
having the same effect.  

The last two squares, has the approximate same small scale, but one in the old city with quite a long 
history and another new-designed one in developing urban area. Sankt Hans Torv is a complete space 
dominated by a main landscape; Mikado Plad is also a complete space without any construction 
which will block visitors’ sight, but divided into 5 subspaces with different pavement. 
The two squares are both dominated by a main facade, giving the space a strong architectural field, 
but in general, Sankt Hans Torv gets a more balanced field than Mikado Plad. 
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5.2 Summary on the relative scale 

Due to the season (winter) the author did the investigation, there were not as many visitors as it was 
in other seasons, especially in summer (information got from literature and interview). It could be 
seen that the situation of attraction related much to the season or in other word, climate. Take an 
example, both of the water landscape brought by the fountain or sculpture on Sankt Hans Torv and 
the geometrical cut green space on Mikado plad bring natural elements to the leisure and 
entertainment squares, however, they have a limitation on season. 

The most activities were caught in the sunny morning on Gammeltorv and Nytorv and the sunny but 
windy morning on Kongens Nytorv Metro Forplad. The least activities were caught in the haze and 
windy afternoon on Gammeltorv and Nytorv, and the heavy windy and freezing cold afternoon on 
Kay Fiskers Plad. It shows that the situation of attraction varies with the weather condition a lot. 
Weather condition includes the length of time the space gets sunshine; the effect of the space when it 
rains; the influence of the space when it blows heavy wind.  

From the result of the investigation it can be found that the location of sitting places is affected by 
the length of time of getting sunshine during a day. The place where is close to buildings and will 
belong time under the shadow of architectures is the wrong place for setting sitting furniture, which 
should be avoided.  

During the investigation, no rainy day is come across, but the strong wind is the theme of the weather. 
This factor is enlarged on Kay Fiskers Plad and Brønshøj Torv due to their location and the way of 
enclosure. In developing district or suburb area of the city, the density of buildings is quite low; 
space between buildings is quite large, which weaken the effect of blocking off the strong wind by 
buildings. Both of the two squares are enclosed on one side, Brønshøj Torv has a quite weak 
architectural field which means the space is quite open. Although Kay Fiskers plad has a strong one, 
it forms a long and narrow passageway in the direction along the bridge and gets rather open space 
around the building. These causes the speed of wind will not be reduced on the square. 

In this situation, the way of enclosure of architecture appears to be an option to improve this problem. 
That is to avoid a single building to dominate the square, take an ‘L’ shape one instead to form a 
semi-closed space. (Figure 5-1) Considerations on furniture will also be conductive. Design sitting 
places with high and thick back instead of the ones without any back or with hollow decoration, in 
order to provide places where people can stay for longer time when it blows heavy wind. Figure 5-2 
shows an example of sitting place for intimate communication. 
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Fig. 5-1 A schematic diagram of making use of 
the buildings to form semi-closed space to 
block the strong wind in winter, prevent to 
form a passageway that channeling wind 

Drew by author 

Fig. 5-2 Example of sitting place for 
intimate communication with high and 

thick back 
Sketch by author 
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As far as the author is concerned, Nordic countries have the problem of lengthy winter on climate 
which influnces the public spaces a lot. It also been mentioned by scholars like Gehl that ‘By far the 
greatest problem in outdoor spaces is wind. When the wind is blowing, it is difficult to keep one’s 
balance, to keep warm, and to protect oneself.’ (Gehl, 1987, p.176) He also metioned a study of 
comfort and climatic conditions by Peter Bosselmann based on the background of Scandinavia come 
to a result that ‘Most of the time, people outdoors require direct sunshine and protection from the 
wind to be comfortable. On all but the warmest days, parks and plazas that are windswept or in 
shadow are virtually deserted, while those that offer sunlight and protection from the wind are 
heavily used.’ (Gehl, 1987, p.177) 

From the result of investigation, a phenomenon is found on Sankt Hans Torv and Mikado plad that 
when the square (outdoor space) appears to be empty, the interior spaces are full of people. While the 
blameless interior environment guarantee a comfortable space for people to stay for long time in 
winter time. It could be seen that in urban area of Scandinavian region people have a preference of 
inner door space in wintertime and outdoor space in summertime. Thus the usage rate of urban 
public space such as squares in quite low in winter season, which lead to a unlively public life. The 
dilemma of improve the usage of square space in winter is how to take advantage of the climate 
condition rationally to improve the attraction of squares. From the site observation the author found 
that it is possible to draw prople’s interest to come to the square to do some activities as long as well 
landscape in winter season. (Figure 5-3) 

There are ways to build winter season landscape from several perspectives. One of them is to build 
landscape sketches with plants. However, in Scandanavian region there is a limitation on evergreen 
species, while deciduous species easily give visitors a feeling of being withered. Therefore this is not 
a good solution. 

Fig. 5-3 Inspiration from the observation 
on Kay Fiskers Plads that people are 

playing with the ice in the pond 
Photo by author 
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Fig. 5-5 The illumination effect of ice sculpture at night   
Source: http://www.likefar.com/route/6487/ 

 

 

Since in winter there will be a large amount of snow, and the snow will not melt until the winter is 
gone. Consequently as far as the auther concerned, snow and ice is a suitable source of material to be 
used in constructing landscape sketches. In north part of China, there is a long history of using ice 
and snow to construct landscape sketches.  

Sculptures and other forms of constructions that made from ice and snow could be a landscape node 
(Figure 5-4) that will attract visitors to come to the outdoor spaces. This kind of sculptures could be a 
seasonal landscape on small size square or exhibition on big size square, so that some activities could 
be organized. Act in concert with the illumination the night view of the square could be well made. 
Because of the ice and snow is colorless, the light could endow them a warm color to give the space 
a much warmer feeling, to construct a more human-friendly urban landscape. (Figure 5-5)  

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5-4 Left: an ice sculpture as an urban landscape 
Source: http://xj.people.com.cn/n/2013/0107/c188533-17981731.html 

Right: a snow sculpture as an urban art 
Source: http://gaoxiao.xuanxiao.com/2014/17755.html 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
All along the author is discussing the scale of squares from two aspects, which are the absolute scale, 
size and the relative scale, attraction; and focusing on three types of squares which has a main 
function of acting as a civic square, a traffic evacuation square and a leisure and entertainment 
square, which have different requirements on their scale. The last chapter will look back and focus 
on the research questions after this study as a conclusion. 

 How could we understand the requirements on scale in spatial design for square from the point 
of view of the human dimension?  

Generally speaking, considering from the human dimension is to take full account of the comfort 
level when human is in the space. It requires all the scales on the square meets the need of human 
scale.  

In order to obtain a normal visual distance and visual field, it is necessary to guarantee that visitors 
could get a balanced architectural field as much as possible at any position on the square. It 
determines the length and width of the square according to the height and volume of the buildings in 
the surrounding. The longest path from one side to another side is better shorter than 200 meter. 
Sitting place should be set within the distance of 22~100m to the main landscape on the square, and 
avoid to be set back to some space that lively activities would happen, but greeneries or walls. 

Space division is a way to create sense of territory of a specific subspace, which has different 
character with other spaces. It improves the layout and identifiability of the whole space as a result. 
Those well enclosed subspaces can improve the sense of privacy of visitors.  

The architectural field affects the relative scale of a square indirectly by influence visitors’ visual 
impression and psychology. Weak or feeble field will make the space appear to be too open and large, 
to the opposite, strong field will make it appear to be too narrow and small. The more balanced field 
is get, the space will be more popular. 

 

 How is the absolute scale of the chosen squares? Is there any deficiency in the design? 

All the six squares were investigated are within 0.7ha; two of them, the leisure and entertainment 
squares, has a quite small scale of 0.16ha. The largest one Kay Fiskers Plad which has a 0.62ha has 
already been criticized on its ignoring of human-friendly scale. 

Among the six sites, Gammeltorv and Nytorv, Kongens Nytorv Forplad and Sankt Hans Torv can be 
seen as a complete whole space, while the other three has abundant subspace division. Both Brønshøj 
Torv and Mikado Plad has 4~5 subspaces, Kay Fiskers Plad has 3. They could be as small as 0.01ha,  
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but the largest is not more than 0.18ha. However Brønshøj Torv has better diversity of space due to 
its abundant height variation. 

Sankt Hans Torv is the only square among the six sites owning balanced architectural field from 
almost each side of buildings. This may be an important aspect for it to become the most popular 
public space in the city. Square which has a balanced field makes visitors want to stay longer time, 
while those who has strong field from one direction but weak field from the other has a leading effect 
on visitors to walk through. The extraordinarily strong architectural field which brings an oppressive 
feeling would make visitors fade away from the square.    

 

 How is the relative scale of the chosen squares? Is there any deficiency in the design? 

Due to the reason of the winter season and climate, all the six squares seem to be quite empty 
compared with those in summer. Most visitors would not be willing to stay on the square for long 
time even though there is fine furniture for sitting and staying. That means the squares still appear to 
be in large scale, even thought their sizes are small. According to last chapter it can be seen that the 
reason is lacking of consideration and solutions from in design when severe weather and climate 
happens.  

In winter season, the strong wind is one of the main factors unable people to stay for long time on the 
square and do activities. The shorter length of sunshine duration makes it more valuable for people to 
enjoy the sunshine on public open space. Thus these squares need to be improved to provide a more 
pleasant environment with strategies aiming at the climate and severe weather condition during the 
long winter. 

 

 From the research what approaches can be taken to improve the scale of squares? 

From the perspective of absolute scale, for civic square and leisure square, which should be able to 
provide a space for people to stay for a long time, should be paid attention to the architectural field 
produced by the buildings around. The volume of the buildings or continurous façade (height and 
width) determins the length and width of the square, the proportion between the height of buildings 
and length or width of the square should be between 0.5 to 1. The proportion between the width of 
buildings and length or width of the sqaure should be between 1 to 2. Thus the distance between 
buildings, or in other words, the position of buildings could be determined.  
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From the perspective of relative scale, to improve the attraction of squares in winter season, some 
stratigies can be taken: 

Take advantage of buildings in the surrounding to form an ‘L’ shape semi-enclosed space, back to 
the dominate direction of wind, prevent the building configuration mode that might form narrow 
passages would let wind blow through with a fast speed. 

In low-building-density urban area, low enclosure open square should be instead by high enclosure 
one. Sitting furniture with a high and thick back will also help provide lee places for visitors to stay.  

Ice and snow is the most common and avaliable material in winter season, so that a seasonal 
landscape could be conceived. Using ice and snow as the resource of constructing some landscape 
sketches instead of iron or stones which has a grey tone, aggravating the sense of depression in this 
season. The well reflective of the transparent and white color could bring the space more sunshine in 
winter time, improving the local micro-climate. A variety themes of landscape sketches can be 
choose from and a diverse of forms can be applied to build more interaction between visitors and the 
sketches. 

 

Application and limitation of the research 
In this research the author get the conclusion from the site observation and investigation in a 
Scandinavian capital city, so the study field is limited. Been impacted by the geographic factors, 
some of the conclusions from the research has a limitation on application in cities which have a 
similar climate condition as Copenhagen in cold rigions. And more work on application in bigger 
cities looking forward in the following researchs. 

The pity in the process is that with the limitation on amount of visitors were caught in the 
investigation, surveys to collect opionions from users of the space is not successful made, and have 
not been able to have a interview with local urban designers. 
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	Chapter 1 Introduction
	/Sankt Hans Torv lies in Nørrebro, a vibrant area of Copenhagen only minutes away from the city centre (Figure 4-55). Over the last couple of decades Nørrebro has evolved from being a working class area into one of the city's hottest quarters. In this...
	/As is show in Figure 4-56, five roads are directed to this square, which makes it accessible quite well. With this location in the corner, Sankt Hans Torv has a small size of 0.16ha only. It looks really small against the background of the big bloc...
	The square has a not short history which could be dated to 1880s, but play as a new role since the redevelopment of this area. It provides an urban oasis for people in this busy area, surrounded by those mix used by residential and commercial building...
	// //The square is dominated by a sculpture designed by a famous sculpture artist, made of grey granite; meanwhile it is a fountain on the ground in summer time. The single old tree on the ground has the same age with the square, would form an attract...
	//
	4.5.2 Observation of Spatial Scale
	This is a complete space square due to its small size. It is surrounded by vehicle roads from three sides and a pedestrian path on the back which lies in between the square and the big building facade. With the roads which the widest one is 14m, the a...
	Distance to the northwest façade: D=18m
	Height of building (mixed use): H= 6.125+3.5*4+7.0=27.125m
	Width of building: W=33m
	Distance to the southwest façade: D= 35m
	Height of building (mixed use): H= 6.125+3.5*4+7.0=27.125m
	Width of building: W= 29m
	Distance to the southeast façade: D= 30.4m
	Height of building (mixed use): H=6.125+3.5*4+7.0=27.125m
	Width of building: W=65.76m
	/Since the street Fælledvej which the square is facing to is a main street in this district, other roads surround also hold a quite intense traffic, so this square doesn’t get a very quite atmosphere. Additionally, the large amount of fine cafes and r...
	4.5.3 Observation on how the space is used
	First visit: a heavy windy Thursday late afternoon
	Second visit: a fine weather Sunday noon
	Sankt Hans Torv is known as one of the most popular public spaces in Copenhagen, although it has a not large space. Cerver described this square as ‘careful planned to create a space with enough open space for big events and yet with enough detail to ...
	However, in the author’s visits to this square, not that many activities were caught, mainly for the reason of the season. In winter time the sculpture is just a sculpture, losing its fun brought by the water. The trees have only branches left so that...
	/ The first time when the weather is not good, the square is nearly empty. However the inner door space has a strong contrast with it, the cafes are full of people. And the square outdoor is a wonderful place for people to gather or meet first, then g...
	The landmark on the square, the sculpture, as it should be, a gathering point where people choose first (Figure 4-61).
	/ //In Copenhagen squares always undertake a space for bike parking, due to the large amount of bike using. On this square it appears more obviously because of the size. This not big space is ocupied by a large number of bikes on its west side. People...
	There’re few people stay on the square in windy time but when the weather getting better, people getting more. The furnitures on the square provide enough place for visitors to stay, however, except for one bench on the northwest side, others are all...
	/The open space is popular to children in weekends, the sculpture is in a shape easy to climb on, but what is more attractive to people is the temporary toilet, draws many’s curisity. Some unexpected situations are also something easy to draw people’...
	/There’re large number of people who pass the square through, as it’s location on a junction point. Generally people consider the square as somewhere there’s no builidings as obstacles so that they can take a short cut when they need to cross from one...
	From a short interview with the staff works for a long time in the cafe in the corner, the author confirmed that the square will be full of people sitting on the ground with drinking and enjoying the sunshine in summer time.
	4.6.1 Background
	Mikado plads is in the north part of Ørestad, the university town, among an area called Ørestad Nord (Figure 4-66), where IT University, Copenhagen University and a concert hall lies. In this area the industry and universities are close to each other.
	//Mikado Plads locates between the two universities, in front of an office building Mikado House, facing a 30m wide channel go through this area. Two narrow roads on the west and south sides surround, and is enclosed by buildings from the east and nor...
	big volumes, taking a lot of area, as a result the approximately 0.16ha square looks even tiny. However it provides a space for the university students and those who work in the office building Mikado House.
	Mikado Plads is an experiment programme during the year 2005 to 2006, when it has a look of a green area with grass and spruces transected by three blue paths and one asphalt path (Figure 4-68). At that time the building Mikado House has not been buil...
	During the design and construction the local residents and users took participate in how the space would change to in following time. It is a kind of temporary city space mentioned by Gehl, 2006, which refers to the type of spaces that will be establi...
	//
	4.6.2 Observation of spatial scale
	The square has been changed into what it looks like now since the year 2007. The space is divided geometrically with the same type of pavement in different colors and slight height difference. Although the space is not large, it has very prolific divi...
	//The space is linear segmented into 5 subspaces in irregular shapes, but sides of each shapes are parallel to each other. The cutting of shapes is order in chaos (Figure 4-69). The triangle part in the middle is raised about 0.5m from one side, form...
	On both sides of the triangle platform the irregular shape of grassland and stone pavement in white combines and makes its plan more of rhythm and interesting. Grassland is a natural furniture here where provide visitors a free space to stay (Figure 4...
	/The square is combined with another space as an inner court formed by the concave structure of the building on the north side of the square, which used as a space for both bike and car parking.
	As is written before, in this newly developed district, buildings always have huge volume. In this site, from the concert hall to the buildings of both the universities, they are all in big volume and have modern simple shape of a cube or a deform fr...
	These big-volumn building easily give visitors a sense of oppression and unpeaceful. For outdoor open spaces like Mikado Plads, what is in need is to balance such a strong oppressive feeling brought from the architectures. The proper size of it gives ...
	Distance to Mikado House: D=17m
	Height of building (office): H=7.8+3.9*5= 27.3m
	Width of building: W=52.35m
	Distance to the accomodation building: D=57m
	Height of building (residential): H=4.65+3.1*6=23.25m
	Width of building: W=88.67m
	Distance to the teaching building: D=23m
	Height of building (office): H=7.8+3.9*4= 23.4m
	Width of building: W=14m
	Distance to IT University building: D= 33.85m
	Height of building (office): H=7.8+3.9*5=27.3m
	/  Width of building: W=46.7m
	4.6.3 Observation on how the space is used
	First visit: a cloudy and heavy windy weekday morning
	Second visit: a sunny but cold weekday afternoon.
	Despite it’s on weekdays, the square appears not very alive. Few people were on the square so that even though it’s such a small square of only 0.16ha, it looks empty and big as well. One reason is about the location, the population density in this di...
	//People who have a destination of the office building or the cafe in the first floor and who just walk through consist the most visitors to this square, who would have walked through it (Figure -72).
	The square also provides a space for people to stand still and sit for a while. The outdoor space is a better choice for chatting face to face or on phone compared with interior places, for smoking as well.
	The well designed architectures are what attract more people stay on the square in order to stop to watch (Figure 4-73, 4-74). From the situation adopted by the author, this public space could work
	//better as an urban oasis among this world of reinforced concrete, by reducing the area of hard pavement and give more space on soft ones, which would have a better effect on relaxing and making people be closer.
	Chapter 5 Summary and discussion
	5.1 Summary on the absolute scale
	If taking a look at the size of the six squares, it could be clearly seen that all of them are within 0.7ha, (the average size of European big-scale square), even around 0.5ha. (Table 5-1)
	Table 5-1 Size of the six squares
	/
	/
	As far as the author is concerned, Nordic countries have the problem of lengthy winter on climate which influnces the public spaces a lot. It also been mentioned by scholars like Gehl that ‘By far the greatest problem in outdoor spaces is wind. When t...
	From the result of investigation, a phenomenon is found on Sankt Hans Torv and Mikado plad that when the square (outdoor space) appears to be empty, the interior spaces are full of people. While the blameless interior environment guarantee a comfortab...
	/There are ways to build winter season landscape from several perspectives. One of them is to build landscape sketches with plants. However, in Scandanavian region there is a limitation on evergreen species, while deciduous species easily give visito...
	Since in winter there will be a large amount of snow, and the snow will not melt until the winter is gone. Consequently as far as the auther concerned, snow and ice is a suitable source of material to be used in constructing landscape sketches. In nor...
	//Sculptures and other forms of constructions that made from ice and snow could be a landscape node (Figure 5-4) that will attract visitors to come to the outdoor spaces. This kind of sculptures could be a seasonal landscape on small size square or e...
	All along the author is discussing the scale of squares from two aspects, which are the absolute scale, size and the relative scale, attraction; and focusing on three types of squares which has a main function of acting as a civic square, a traffic ev...
	From the perspective of absolute scale, for civic square and leisure square, which should be able to provide a space for people to stay for a long time, should be paid attention to the architectural field produced by the buildings around. The volume o...
	From the perspective of relative scale, to improve the attraction of squares in winter season, some stratigies can be taken:
	Take advantage of buildings in the surrounding to form an ‘L’ shape semi-enclosed space, back to the dominate direction of wind, prevent the building configuration mode that might form narrow passages would let wind blow through with a fast speed.
	In low-building-density urban area, low enclosure open square should be instead by high enclosure one. Sitting furniture with a high and thick back will also help provide lee places for visitors to stay.
	Ice and snow is the most common and avaliable material in winter season, so that a seasonal landscape could be conceived. Using ice and snow as the resource of constructing some landscape sketches instead of iron or stones which has a grey tone, aggra...
	Application and limitation of the research
	In this research the author get the conclusion from the site observation and investigation in a Scandinavian capital city, so the study field is limited. Been impacted by the geographic factors, some of the conclusions from the research has a limitati...
	The pity in the process is that with the limitation on amount of visitors were caught in the investigation, surveys to collect opionions from users of the space is not successful made, and have not been able to have a interview with local urban design...
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